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lillEIINATHIf
TO
FACE
CHARGES
Coalition Leaders Remain in Jail
Slack leaders threughout be reached and ehanged by the
itInephis have cited relation- withholding of our buying pow
ship between the arrest ef
Black Leaders here in Memphis
In Chicago and several other
and the action taken against
large urban areas the methods
Black Panthers in Chicago. and
of a Black Christmas are used
Los Angeles.
as protest, the leaders of the
Rev. James Lawson s a i d, Black Coalition have suggested
"There seems to be a national the same effort. Those black
attempt to supress and harass leaders being held in County
poor and the Black community. Jail have given the same supJohn McFerren, a leader in The five men were almost
Here in Memphis the issuing port to such an effort here, "We the civil rights movement in running to keep up, but the fact
of fugitive warrants and arrest- urge you to prepare for a Fayette County and head of the that they were in sight of a law
ing of Black leaders in the true Black Christmas in which Original Fayette County W e 1- enforcement officer did not disyou celebrate the birt h of fare League, and I were attack- turb them.
Community is only one method
Christ,
but keep your money ed in the town square on Mon- As we got along side of the
of supression. He stated, "In
your
In
pocket.
We believe that[day by five young blacks after courthouse, McFerren jumped
Memphis we are fighting for
la Tennessee Highway Patrol- in front of the Tennessee Highour rights through non-violent Black people, using nonviolence linen had ignored McFerren's way Patrolman's ear, a n d
— which is true militancy in request for assistance.
spread his hands on the officmeans. The system cannot use
brotherhood with all people of The five blacks had begun er's radiator.
guns against us so they atgoodwill, working for a new so- trailing us after we had gotten McFerren ran around to the
tempt to twist the law. They'd
ciety, will sonner or later suc- out of a car and walked two side of the patrolman's car and
rather have us pick up guns, it
said, -Officer, these men are
ceed in making Memphis and blocks, and then continued folwould make their jobs easier."
lowing us as we were going to! going to attack us."
our nation a society in which the court house to
check on ther He replied, "There's nothing
Lance "Sweet Willie Wine" peace shall become the eternal voter registration turnout for that I can do about that. I am
Watson chairman of the mili- and the sweetest fruit of true the day, which was said to bevel working on something else, so
tant Invaders said, "This is just and lasting justice.
,
another method of supression
Those who desired to stay in
by the system. I was aware
jail rather than pay $1.00 bail!
that this type of action would
bond were Rev. Ezekiel Bell,'
come down, so I used discretion bead of the Black Coalition;
in my statements on the school Jesse Epps, head of the
board because in my exper- AFSCME; Milton Guetrue, Rev
ience I find that whitey is ruth- James M. Lawson, pastor of
less."
Centenary Methodist Church and
AT.

Antiquated Law

Attack Mcleffeni
At Somerville

The Memphis Chapter south- arrest Wednesday December
ern Christian Leadership Con- 10, to protest the attempts by
ference announces that the Memphis authorities to control
Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, the right of the clergy to counPresident of SCLC will arrive sel church members whether
here Thursday December 18, they are young persons who
1969 to surrender himself to are students or adults who
police authorities. Rev. Aber- are parents.
nathy has been indicted by the As a result of my participaShelby County Grand Jury for tion with my friends in your
his participation in the recent city's current Civil Rights
school issue.
struggle, an indictment for my
The Rev. Abernathy is invi- arrest has been issued by the
ting ministers and friends of Shelby County Grand Jury.
all denominations to march This is just another in a series
with him Thursday evening of attempts in- a tidal wave
to the Shelby County Jail where that is sweeping our nation.
am referring to the effort on
he will join the Rev. James
M. Lawson. an old friend of the part of the power stracture
,his from the early stages of in this country to restrict black
1SCLC, Rev. Lawson is called men from speaking out against
the architect of the non-vio- injustice and inequality. It is
lent structure of the Southern a crying shame that every
REV. RALPH ABERNATHY
Christian Leadership Confer- time men of goodwill issue
ence and is pastor of Centen-,loud verbal cries against the
ary United Methodist Church; indignities inflicted on their
the Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pastor fellow human beings the power
bf Parkway Gardens Presby- structure comes up with a
terian Church, and president new law or regulation in an
of the newly formed Memphis attempt to keep them in their
Chapter SCLC; Father Milton places.
Memphis is still trying to
Guthrie, Director of the St
Anthony Catholic Center and isolate itself in a shell and
the Rev. Malcom D Black- withdraw -into its own dark
burn. pastor of elayborne desolate world where it can
oppress people who are conTemple
AME Church.
Officers and members of Al- plaint by Elmer W. Henderson,
pha Delta Lambda and Beta who was traveling, in 1942. as Jesse Epps, Special Assis- ,cerned about truth and justice,
My fellow brothers in Christ,
Newly appointed NAACP at- Rev. W. Blackburn, pastor of
Xi Chapters of Alpha Phi Al- a first class passenger on the tant to the international prewe are without a doubt in a
Clayborn
Temple.
torney Natheial Jones who arpha Fraternity. Inc. w ill ob-i Southern Railway- from Wash- sident of the American State
dark deep midnight hour.
erve its 63rd Anniversary %W.-hi ington, D.C., to Atlanta, Ga., County Municipal Employees
rived in Memphis last Monday Those remaining in jail said
a public program on Sunday,. of discrimination and refusal of of America was released Sun- In past midnight hours- ntee
said, "It has become neces-,
'December 21, 1969. at 4:00 p m., dining
car
accommodations day in order to go out of town have Sought to improve their
suy to fight Memphis' methods in a signed statement: "We dol
at the St. Jude Baptist Church, equal to those provided f o r for union business in our cities. inhumane conditions by reafof law enforcement because it not know how long we will have
as East Trigg Avenue. T h e white passengers and this was Rev. Abernathy and the firming their faith in God the
can become a dangerous form to be here. But we are prepared
public is invited.
In violation of the Interstate In- others have been placed under Father Almighty. After this
of supression.
to spend Christmas in jail, if
The speaker for this occasion tercommerce Act and the Four- injunction for their participa- affirmation of faith it is manSome members of the Black necessary; to stay until the
will be the renowned Atty. Bel- teenth Amendment. He also tion in the demonstrations in ,datory that one goes forward
community feel the action tak- New Year, if that is necessary."
ford V. Lawson. Jr., of Wash- served as General President of support of the NAACP demands into battle to meet this chalen by the city of Memphis is
ington, D.C., who is very often Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc.. for sev- on the Memphis Board of Edu- lenge like a man. In the tradiIt continued, "We protest the
only the prelude to supression
cation. Rev, Abernathy also tion of the Southern Christian
referred to as "Mr. Civil eral years.
compared as one observer put callous arrest and imprison- ,
Rights", because of his out- Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,;came to Memphis to support'Leadership Conference made
it, "To pre-war Nazi Germany's ment of individuals simply bestanding contributions in the Inc., the first and oldest Negro the workers at St. Joseph Hos- manifest by Dr. Martin Luther
supression against the Jews," a cause they have exercised their ,
o eseig
last twenty years in fighting College Fraternity, was found- pia
King, Jr., I will be in Memphis
recent statement released by basic constitutional rights. We
and winning many civil rights ed December 4, 1906 at Cornell iunion recognition at the hospi- on Thursday December 18,
those being held in County Jail
St the attempts by governfor black people in this coun- University, Ithaca. New York. tal.
1969. I will arrive via Eastern
said, "We protest the pound of
to control the right of the
One of the most famous of It is now interracial w ith The following open letter is Airline Flight No. 395 at 2:15
from
Rev.
Government
e
Abernathy.
flesh that the city
to counsel church memin the afternoon.
trY•
three hundred ninety-eight gradmust have to please a small berstihether young persons
his cases being the Elmer W. uate, intermediate and under- I "My dear Brother in Christ:
percentage of white Memphians who are students, or adults
JOHN McFERREN
Henderson, corn plaintant VS. graduate chapters operating in As I am writing you this I humbly solicit your preall of whose affections encour- who are parents."
The Southern Railway C o m- forty-seven states, Liberia, Ber- letter, I am reminded that sence at Clayborne Tample
been mostly blacks.
you will have to go inside and pany, a corporation, defendant.,
some "respectable" citizens ,and ask you to march with me
age racism (Nazi Germany).
As we were walking along, tell the sheriff about it."
in the city of Phillipi made'to Shelby County Jail where I
tyranny (Spain) and political In reference to parent activiThe case grew out of the cornSee Page 12
tv the statement said, "We,one of the group continued call- The five men were standing
accusations against Paul and will submit myself to arrest
oppression (Russia )protest the effort to keep per- mg "Hey John, wait a minute. by and listening, and as McSilas that caused them to be Remember that Jesus Christ
T h e statement continued, ms from teaching their chil- We want to talk to YOU.
!jailed — "these people are was crucified because of His
Ferren and I started across the
"The real strength we possess dren true respect for law and
Mc erren told me, Don courtho Ise lawn, one man ran
{causing a disturbance in our'unwillingness to bow to an evil
in our economic power. The justice by participating in answer them. Let's just keep
city". Acts 16: 19-20. Your system. Martin Luther King,
power structure of this city can nonviolent demonstrations,
walking.
See Page 12
own fellow ministers in the ! Jr., was murdered in your
Gospel, Rev. James M. Law- City of Memphis, because he
son, Jr., Fr. Milton Guthrie. refused to bow to injustices.
Rev. Ezekiel Bell and Rev Being among the least of these,
Malcom D. Blackburn are now I now submit myself to the
imprisoned in the Shelby Coun- jails of Memphis for the
ty Jail. They have remained
See Page 12
in jail since submitting to

Alphas To Celebrate
FoundersTaySunday

•

•

MalloryKnights
For
Sell
Farmer, 61, Is Slain
Needy Causes After Killing Deputy

no

REFORF, THEIR ARREST - Just before the 19 persons
indicted by the Shelby Canty Grand Jury surrendered by
marching to the Shelby County Jail, they held a meat conference in the Minimum Salary Blinding. Seated from
left are Jesse Elms. a =lee official; Mrs. Maxine A.

Smith, NAAVP braroh executi‘e secretary. the Rev. Ezekiel Bell, president of the Black Coalition and the Memphis
chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference;
the Rev. P.L. Rowe. pastor of First Baptist Chelsea; and
the Rev. H. L. Starks, pastor of St. James AME Church.

The Mallory Knights Chant- Mr. Strong was quoted as
able Organization will sale saying "If the U.S. would
A 61-year-old Fayette Coun- and that they went back into
Fri-State Defenders this Sat- spend as much time on poverty
death the room where Mr. Wilson.
urday to raise money for their as they spend on getting men ty farmer was shot to
Christmas Fund drive. The pur- to the moon we'd have a better last Thursday night after he had had been shot.
night he was
pose of which is to acquire moo- community for all citizens in shot and killed a deputy sheriff Later that
world.
Then
poverty in his home at Warren, Tenn, brought out of the room with
ey to feed needy children on the
Bennie "Shoate" Wilson shot a sheet covering him.
Christmas Day and during the wouldn't be such a problem
killed one deputy and was
and
holidays.
who later
Miss Thomas stated, "We shot a short while later, but Some persons
This remarkable organization have a
viewed
his
body
at
the funeral
and
limitlimited
staff
seen
by
a
daughter-in-law
was
is headed by Mr. Harry L. ed funds, think of what we still alive and on his knees home said that the black farStrong.
mer's eye had been knocked
could do if the entire communi- moaning.
Mallory Knights' secretary'
out,
and that he had been
'
ty
would support us.
Several deputies reportedly
Miss Rosie Thomas said, "To
Mr. Wilson's home stabbed in the chest and cut
to
came
"Most
people
think
of
what
see Harry Strong on the street,
about 10 p.m. last Thursday on other sections of his body.
one might get the idea that he they are going to buy their night and then asked him il
It was reported that Mr.
is just one happy go lucky fel- ; children on Christmas, Strong ! Bennie Wilson, Jr., was there, Wilson was a man who minded
thinks
of
what they are going to
low, who hasnt' got a care in
and he replied that he was not. i his own affairs, and was abthe world, but to see him work- eat."
The officers then searched I used by the officers on an
ing in his office to meet a
Mr. Panel quoted Mr. Strong the house and a daughter-in- earlier visit and vowed that
Christmas deadline to feed many "Your contribution will insure law, Mrs. John Wilson saidl he would kill someone or get
'hungry families is a different the ,,or people, that they will that she heard conversation killed if that happened again.
story."
His victim was reported to
have food if nothing else for l continue.
Miss Thomas describes her Christmas. When this is ac- Then, Mrs: Wilson said she have been overbearing with
boss as a dedicated hard work- complithed we can be proud 'heard what sounded like fire- blacks in the county, and had
ing humanitarian. Sometimes and thank God for a job well crackers going off, one be• killed a young Negro since
he will take a day or two weeks done. Remember that God Bless hind the other, came out of her ' joining the Sheriff's staff.
off from his job to raise money a cheerful giver. When this is room a short while later, and
Wilson
Mr.
owned
two
or help needy families and 'done all of us can sit down saw her father-in-law on his farms in Fayette County, which
"all he gets is gratitude."
and say we have had a truly knees wounded, and the dm'amounted to about 100 acres,
Mr. James Odin Panell,' and merry Christmas.
puty sheriff lying in the hall raised about everything he
. Dung member of the Mallory
Harry L. Strong, director with his forehead shot away. needed for his family, and
Knights Charitable Organiza- of the Mallory
Knights Charit• and blood and brains spat- owed only one small debt for
tMn describes Strong -s
2
a able, Inc., said that this is the tered on the ceiling and the some improvement on his home
lover of children. Mr. Jones ty pe of spirit that we hope will man lying in a pool of blood.
Funeral services for Mr.
said, "His great joy is giving '
She said that the deputies Wilson were to be held in
to children."
See Page 12
conferred with one another, Somerville on Wednesday.

Aid The Poor By Giving To MKCO'sXmasFund!
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but idealistic Panthers expected to find all peaches
and cream in the revolutionized Cuba under Castro.
Americans still can't bring themselves to believa titat
"our fine young men" did those awful things
Would you believe that there were some Brothers con- fp
tacted 'n that GOP poll showing support for Veep I.
Agnew:
WASHINGTON
(UPI) - gerian government has again in great need of relief supplies
INSIDE STUFF: Frank D. Reeves, the Howard 4;
The United States has urged evidenced its readiness to meet until now their leadership has Students of LeMoyne-Owen
professor, is putting together details for an ir
law
U.
new
the leadership of rebel its humanitarian responsibility been unwilling to agree to day- College have elected a
crownelection
of a citizen's board for a pilot police district •
Newspapers
the
and
Sengstacke
queen
canipus
by
Distributed
eastern
Nigeria
to
agree; to support the humanitarian light relief flights to their small
1
promptly to Red Cross daylight' mission of the International landing strip at ULI. They have ing of the "Miss L-0 of 1970"
behind the scenes maneuver lin the city. Reeves, who is better known nationally as
WASHINGTON—A
relief flights after Nigeria Committee of the Red Cross., maintained that Nigeria might was scheduled for this Thursavoided an intra-party fight over the seat being va- a staunch Demo campaigner, was named by the Dispromised not to seek a military.
tailgate the Red Cross relief day night, Dec. 18, at a coro"We
therefore
hope
the
Chisca-Plaza
the
nation ball in
cated by Congressman William L. Dawson who is re- trict Corporation Counsel Charles T. Duncan. He is
advantage through the airlift.
13iafran' leadership will accept I aircraft and bomb the air field ballroom.
tiring after this session in CongAss. Alderman Ralph the son of Todd Duncan, the noted singer . . . As if
A state department spokes- these assurances as meeting and other installations.
Enthusiastic students selected
with Al- poor fathers didn't have enough to bug them in Maryman, Carl Bartch, issued a' their security concerns and
Without daylight relief flights,
LeMoyne-Owen" Metcalf got the official party blessing along
statement declaring the United will agree promptly to Inter-1 private relief groups, including a new "Miss
rep- land, that state's Public Service Commission has 4,
black
two
mean
will
This
popular vote Dec. 15, but derman George Collins.
States was gratified to learn national Committee of the ascii various church organizations, by
winner was to resrntatives from Illinois — both based in Chicago. moved to give the womenfolk "economy priced" tele- ..
the
of
name
the
of the new Nigerian assuran- Cross daylight flights• to meet have been flying relief supplies
remain a secret until Thursday
ces, which were publicly an- the urgent need of the helpless to the rebels by night.
State Senator Cecil Partee, who seemed to have the phones. The Commission has tacked on this provision
night.
nounced.
victims of the Nigerian war."
blessing earlier, bowed out after a con- to the company's application for a rate increase. There tz
But these night flights have The winner is either Mary organization's
both
Hurd,
"Ili making this further stateNeely
0
Although the people living not provided adequate relief Baptist or
ference . . The recent hassles over racism in Cuba is a similar proposal afoot in New York and California.
ment," Bartch said, -the Ni- under Odemegwu Ojukwu are supplies.
juniors. They were the only
the Black Panthers over Eldridge . . . The Interstate Commerce Commission has again among
split
the
and
contestants.
points up denied a black St. Louis firm's application to operate 'The two young ladies were Cieaver's failure to speak out against it,
presented in fashion and talent what the massacres in My Lai indicate. No one coun- a trucking company in all 50 states. The ICC rejected
shows, for benefit of students,
try has a corner on either virtue or sin. The militant, the application of Allstate American Van Lines for „
last week.
the second time.
CHIT CHATTER: Julian Bond is not disturbed
one bit about Ulf FBI checks on the firm he is a member of. The check started after two white lawmakers suggested that there was a conflict of interest
in a $158,000 contract from 0E0. Bond, who is the ,
brightest thing on the political horizon in the South,
knows he has committed no wrong, he is telling intimates .. . When Walter Lewis walked out as director
for the Urban Coalition here, it was the third director
to quit the shaky structure. Lewis. who goes to AmeriAppalachian can
the
for
Spe3king
extraordinan
call
observers
university as dean of the College of Continuing
Lance Watson Chairman and
was Steve Haywood a young
stratagist of the Black Militant ary plenary session.
Education,
hardly got his feet wet in the agency deKy.,
Pinewood,
from
man
white
Organization the Invaders ac- During the conference-attendthe Great signed to solve the District's urban problems
are
stated,
"We
who
delegates
2,500
than
more
cused members of the White ed by
American Paradox," he contin- When Linwood Corbett bowed out of the
House Conference of Genocideal and observers - the coalition
Virginia
ued." The question is asked,
now
"Food
demands,
two
a
s
made
accusation
w
tactics. This
state
race,
it
paved
the
way
for
the
election
and
of Laupoor
'How can you be
only in many made by Mr. Wat- and a guaranteed adequate in- white?" His answer was that rence Douglas Wilder and
proved
the
effectiveness
of
son and other Black, white come of $5,500 for a family of millions of whites in the area
Virginia
Negroes
to
come
four.
in
together
part
on
a
took
who
political
issue
and Mexicans
stretching from Pennsylvania
the Conference.
One observer said, -Not since to Alabama are as much ex- ... The fight to extradite Robert Williams from MichThe must Dramatic event of the faltering attempts to forge ploited by the Establishment igan to North Carolina is not attracting the attention
••••S
the conference said Mr. Wat- a melding of the three predom- as disadvantaged black, In- as expected. Williams, who
is a fugitive on a kidnapson was the coalition of Blacks, inant poverty groups in the dians, Mexican-Americans and
ping
People
Poor
charge,
the
remains
by
in
country
Detroit.
Appalachian
Chicanos
and
Puerto Ricans. He called for
whites who demanded that the Campaign has 'there been a representation of poor whites on
ASHES TO ASHES: Ashville, Alabama naPresident act now to feed t h e conncentrated attempt to bring the final drafting of the report tives are that stirred
because the Black Muslims plan
Hungry! We gave him a the disadvantaged together."
to go to President Nixon.
deadline of Dec. 24," said Wat- Mr. Watson said he was most ! Watson said some 650 dele- to establish an agriculture farm on their land. Elijah
son. The Coalition then adopt- , impressed by the actions of gates turned in their meal tick- Muhammad has purchased 1,000 acres of farm land
ed a proposal by the Mexican 'miss Fanny Lou Hamer of ets amounting to more than $4,- from two white men, one of whom is
a state senator. ,
American group of La Raza to [ Mississippi who sounding the ,000 and that a refund would be
Representatives
told
Hotline
that
n4
only was there
their
is
in"
the
P
a
r
k-Sheraton
"Stay
'battle cry "In unity
asked from the hotel for this.
Hotel or elsewhere in Washing- strength."
Rev. Ralph Abernathy sent a to be a "legal" fight to block Elijah, there would also -.
ton until action is taken.
One ooserver said obvious strong letter to President Nixon be a "proper" fight at the polls •
'Tis a sad day for Watson said," In one con- concern was shown by the ad- asking him to use all of his the
boozers:
Liquor
prices
in
the
District's retail
ference a group of white people ministration over the impatient executive power now, without
were discussing legalized abor- mood of the militants groups waiting on Congress to end stores have risen 10 cents on a fifth. It is due to an
tions for black women in other at the conference, which was Hunger by Thanksgiving, 19'70. Increased cost of operation by the dealers. It could go
words, they were not discuss- shown by the stepped-up detail "You can do this with a pen," higher if
certain distilleries raise their prices as aning hunger but murder and of law officers. Included in said Abernathy.
ticipated
.
. . While President Nixon was entertaining
Genocide." He said, "The Nix- these were Secret Service, plus
on admiristration is bent on retired drafted police officers
the aged at a White House Thanksgiving dinner,
I Genocide through Birth Control' and other plainclothes detachMayor Walter Washington had his own "thing" going
and the use of food which will ments patrolled the hotel a n d
with
senior citizens in the District . . . Dr. Channing
stagnate the brain. "The politi- assembled rooms with walkiecal clout" said Mr. Watson talkies crackling out reports
Phillips, who got on the ballot at the/Democrafic Nawas developed by the National and instructions.
Wig Warr Wigs
94 So. Mcin
5251433
tional Committee, is in quite demand for speaking enWelfare Rights Organization.
Los
Johnnie
Tillman
of
Mrs.
gagements
around the country.
which
started
what some
Angeles. national chairman of
PRE-HOLTDAY
SNACKS: When Jim Nabrit
NWRO,' presided at the meeting
walked off the podium the other night after 1,00Q paid
Sharing the platform were such
final tribute to him, he whispered to a friend, how
dignitaries as Rev. Ralph David
The South Memphis District pleased
Abernathy. president of the
he really was at the outpouring of supporters.
Southern Christian Lea riership Missionary Institute met on
Even
as
he _spoke, the new president of Howard was
Monday.
at
the
Ward
Dec.
8,
Conference. Senator Eugene .
McCarthy of Minnesota and Chapel AME Church and was dealing with a sit:in and boycott from his home where
Mrs. Philip Hart, wife of the opened with Mrs. M. R. Todd, he is convalescing. Dr. James
Cheek who held the
the president, in charge.
Senator from Michigan.
The devotional was given by bright ray of hope for4tandling the dissidents at the
The Black Caucus demands
were read by Ernest Haywood, Mrs. Audrey Taliaferro, and a university, has not returned to his desk from a seria black student at the Univer- visiting guest, Mrs. Luriel Platte ous hospitalization, yet students were
demanding the
sity of Texas. The demands al- was introduced by Mrs. Eula head
of the medical school. . . . Federal Reserve Govso included free school lunches Fisher.
and breakfasts, the former
Mrs. Place is well versed in ernor Andy Brimmer is saying what the aedministraof which Mr. Watson and the parliamentary procedure and don said earlier: That inflation can't be
curbed withInvaders have organized
; gave the Institute some points out a rise in
unemployment.
Unlike
the
administraSpokesman for
the
Chi- on the subject.
canos, and one of the initiaA committee was appointed tion, Andy isn't applauding the idea. There are still
tors of a fast by many dele- to set up a class in parliamen- friends of Andy who wonder what happened to
that
gates, called for a declared tary
procedure
with
Mrs. beautiful Look magazine spread on him
that
showed
state of emergency, with free Place as the teacher.
up in some magazines and not in others — even in the'
food stamps, echoing a similar
Mrs. V. A. Sherman is reappeal by Rev. Abernathy.
same towns.
porter.

College Queen
To Be Crowned
Thursday Night

U.S. Urges 'Biafra' To Accept
Daylight Red Cross Airlifts

NATIONAL
By Diggs Dafroofh

1

WIG liVAM IV GS
94 So MAIN
Phone 525-1433
BIG CHIEF GET SIGN-Move
Wig Warn up Stairs.
Move Um WIGS DOWN.
Now Shopk up stairs for
basement bargains.

Nixon's Conference On
Hungar Called Sham By
Lance 'Wine' Watson

SAVE $ $ Wigs All 100% human
hair from 12.00 up. Falls $151)0 up
Wiglets $3.00 up
Bank Americard — Master Charge
Lai-a-Way Charge Accts.
Memphii oldest wig shop.
CALL NOW

Missionary
Women Meet
At Ward Chapel

TOGETHER FOR PROGRESS
The Results Of Last Week's Referendum On Liquor ByThe-Ounce Send Loud And Clear Message To Memphis.

First Of All, It Means That Memphis Has Now Joined
The Ranks Of Forward.Looking, P rogressive American Cities
That Realize The Policies And Practices They Must FoNow
To Meet The Growing Demands Of Modern Urbanization.

OEBS

But Most Important, The Results Of The Referendum Indicate To The Black And White Segments Of The Community
The Importance Of What The Two Groups Can Do By Work.
lug Together To Insure Progress And Growth For Memphis
The Good Which Can Be Accomplished By Cooperative
Action Between White And Black Leaders Whose Major Objectives Are Focused On The Advancement And Development
Of The Whole Community, Was Emphasized By The Result!
Of The Referendum Effort. Black And White Memphis Leaders Of Foresight And Imagination United, Worked Harmon-

LIIII11.L.tu

Another Significant Step Toward Bringing Memphis More
Filly Into The Last Phase Of The Twentieth Century.
They Rate A Resounding "WELL DONE".
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1969

DBFENIMIle

For those who

Ground-Breaking Will Be Friday
For The Yellow Fever Memorial

Appreciate
Elegance ...

Ground-breaking for the Ye!-(Mrs. Shafer and several mem- need, gave their lives or
risked
low Fever Memorial will be,bers of the past and present them serving the community
held Friday December 19, 1969:Commission are on the Yellow and rebuilding it. One of the
at 1:30 p.m., in Martyrs Park,iFever Memorial Committee.
writers of the day said, "A
Georgia Street and the MissisIt is estimated there are catholic universal spirit of
sippi River.
about 200 Martyrs included in charity was manifested. The
T h e Ecumenical sesquicen- the group being memorialized. plague did develop Lhe grandtemeel project, representative There were 19 Catholic priests, est attributes of our common
of the Memphis community now 3 lay brothers, 23 Catholic humanity."
and at the time of the devas- nuns; 10 Protestant clergy, 4 The Memorial project seems
tating epidemics, will be of Anglican nuns, 3 Jewish leaders to be a timely reminder-while
great interest to people who see Howard Association 12, Citizens there was some dissention, in
the need of appreciation, recog- Relief Committee 50, police- a time of crisis the people
nition and education in a vari- men 10, firemen 37, military came together without regard
ety of fields; spiritual, histori- 18, physicians and nurses 46, for race, religion, or economic
cal, aestnetic and community postal and telegraph workers status. From all walks of life,
18. These heroes and heroines even from the houses of ill-reservice.
gave their lives serving about pute, they came to serve and
On hand to participate in the
5,000 people who died in the to try to solve the problems
ground-breakine ceremony, giv- 1878
epidemic. This, the last of confronting them.
ing a brief statement, will be:
several epidemics, was consid- The sculpture will stand on a
Most Reverend Joseph A. Durrise on the historic Chickasas
ered to be the worst
irk, Roman Catholic Bishop of
.
Bluff, a silhouette against the
Tennessee; Very Reverend W. The city with a population sky. It will be a striking landof
55.000
lost
35.000
who
fled
A. Dimmick, Dean St. Mary's
mark near the site of the first
Cathedral; Rabbi James A. the area because of fear and settlement, called at that time,
Wax, Temple Israel; Rev. Blair dread of the fever.
Fort Assumption. The Finance
T. Hunt. Pastor, Mississippi Of the 20.000 remaining, 6,000 Drive is only $3,500.00 short of
Blvd. Christian Church; Ed- were white and 70 per cent of the goal of $15,000.00 and Mr.
ward F. Barry. Yellow Fever them died: Negro population Sorrelle has begun work on the
Memorial Committee; Father was 13.600' and of t'.at number sculpture in his studio. It will
MEET 'MISS UNCF' — Miss Christy Faye Clark, a senNicholas Vieron, Greek Ortho- about 7 per cent died. 77':e city be erected in two months, the
ior at LeMoyne-Owen College, is the new "Miss UNCF" of
dox Church of the Annuniation; was devastated and bankrupt- foundation will be made soon
the campus. She topped three other coeds in a fund-raisDr. Hollis Price, president, Le it became a taxing district de- after the ground-breaking.
ing contest for the United Negro College Fund. She will
Moyne College; Sister H. Rita, pendent upon outside aid for
Anyone wishing to send conappear in the national Miss LNCF pageant with 35 oth0.S.F., Franciscan Sisters. St. survival. Panic and scare took tributions or memorials may
er campus winners, Feb. 6, 1970, at Detroit, Mich. M I s a
Joseph Hospital; Sister Adrian possession of the people - the address them to the Yellow
Clark is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joel C. Clark af
Marie Hofstetter. 0 P., Domin- city was a source of national Fever Memorial c, o A. M.
1767 hismark.
ican Sisters. Siena, College; alarm.
Sommers, P. 0. Box. 131, Memof WHEN. However, my par-!of success, however, people
Mrs. Alex D a n n, Memphis Yet many people seeing the phis 38101.
ents look upon divorce as the:develop differently and find
Families & Service Group s;
most disgraceful crime ever themselves over a period of
Judge Harry C. Pierotti, Chaircommitted. I really don't know years. unable to live together
man Memphis Park Comin harmony. When that happens
what to do. Miserable.
mission; F red P. Gattas, Finit
seems to me that there is
ance Chairman, Yellow Fever
Dear Miserable: Divorce is
nothing to do but resort to a
Memorial Committee; Monsignnever
should
which
something
By CARLOTA WATSON
Dear Mother: Become involvdivorce. It is better, I think to
or Joseph E. Leppert, ViceCOUNSELOR
ed with various kolas of a ,i- be taken lightly, but I think make the enevitable adjustChairman, Yellow Fever Mem- Musing: Deep water is
be
should
laid
emphasis
real
tiees. Work with other charities.
orial Committee, Closing Feu- made for the Good swim- You won't have time to feel Po
h ment and separate hoping that
both you- and your husband may
er; and Dr. Aaron Boom. Chairmarriage
undertake
which
we
mer,. If you can't swim, sorry for yourself. you will
lean Yellow Fever Memorial stay near the bank. Select- have little time left to meet in the first place. Sometimes, find companionship and love
with someone else, or that both
Committee, master of ceremon- ed.
things b e f o re they happen. even when a marriage begins'of you may make a life alone,
ies.
Dear Carlotta: I have tow sons Many of our wprries lie in anti- with every apparant prospect'something worth living.
The model of the sculpture in active service. Days I am capation of things which may
I
tttttt. t
to be completed in two months, so concerned, that I find it hard never happen. The more mature a
I. t
t
will be displayed by Harris to be civil. I have been to the you become, you will learn that
Sorrelle. The Memphis City doctor, taking nerve pills, and life will have taught you through
Beautiful Commission is co- doing every thing else recom- discipiline, to meet situations
operating in the project as the mended, but I am afraid in the when they MUST BE MET.
eind I am wore off than I was
Dear Carlotta: I have been
project was begun in that office
at least I don't see any im. married for 5 years. Already
while Mrs. Robert Shafer was provemeut. What can I do'' I know that this
marriage must
chairman of the Commission. Worried Mother.
come to an end. It is a matter
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program.
Students and faculty members will deliver baskets of;
food to about ao needy families'
Saturday, Dec. 20. according tol
the Rev. Edward Quellette
LeMoyne-Owen College's Ni "The Ballad of the B ro w n and Dr. William Fletc he r,
Christmas King." The text is by Langston'faculty members serving as
nual
community
party has been scheduled for;Hughes and the musical corn- co-chairmen of the affair.
Friday, Dec. 19. More than 30 positions were composed by, Names of the needy families
families have been invited to Margaret Bonds.
are submitted to the college
participate.
Following the choir concert, by various welfare agencies.
The affair will begin at students, faculty and the in- The Christmas party is made
4 p.m. in Second Congrega-, vited families will move to the possible by gifts from facultytional Church, across the street' Student Center on campu s' staff and student organizations
from the campus, with the where they will take part in Many of the students, includcollege choir rendering a group activities, community ing members of the colleges'
Christmas concert. The choir l singing and enjoy a Christmas basketball team, will serve as
under the direction of Mrs. meal. A small gift will be given escorts for the visiting families
Reuben Green, will feature' to each person at the end of the of the community. They also
will help fill and deliver the
baskets.

was sapMiss' Leontyne Price Metro- Asbury). The school
Freedmen's
the
by
ported
to
returned
Star
politan Opera
the Methodist
'Mississippi the State of her Aid Society and
established to
' birth to dedicate a new library Church. It was
tals of
named in her honor at Rust provide the fundamen
liberatnewly
the
for
education
College Holly Springs, Missised slaves. It was named for
sippi.
secretary
During the dedication cere- R. S. Rust, national
Society.
mony Director of Development of the Freedmens' Aid
was discribed
McDonald
Mr.
said
Holmes,
E.
Charles
Mr.
of Miss Price, "In spite of the as being a man of many
and
adulation she receives and the talents, high good humor
,
necessity
to
Due
energy.
great
she
career,
excitement of her
elein
were
classes
first
the
cherishes her inheritance with
its . tradition of hard w ork, mentary subjects and pupils
children to
disciplined living and deep re- of all ages, from
the crude
ligious faith. In March 1967 she.grey-beards, crowded
and colSchool
High
lbenches.
Rust
for
concert
a
benefit
sang
to
added
were
courses
lege
College in the Mississippi ColiMassey, oe-o- seum at Jackson; when Rust's the curriculum as students beWilson
;
secretary
Massey,
the
the
SHOWING THANKS — Members of
ness manager; B. A. Rose and Johnnie Upward
T h u rst Campaign came ready for them and
their
ng
Jim.
(consisti
;
Beau Rrummells Social Club showed
class
managers
'college
first
business
assistant
Hnrley,
made a library building its
MEMPHIS, Tenn — PerviL appreciation on Thanksgiving Day by
R. B. Deloney, first major role, she accepted of two young men) who grad
chaplain;
Croft,
L.
mie
de.
'Staples, manager of the sister; giving food to the less fortunate, and
sergeant-at.arms; and Cnnie Massey, Jr., the co-chairmanship for that uated in 1878.
soul team, "The Emotions,"i livered baskets of food to needy families.
presiproject. On October 20, 1968 President McDonald died 1877
and
Music
Perv's
of
Massey,
land owner
Club members are James
participated in the groend- and was succeeded by Rev. W.
she
i Artist Development in Chicago, dent; Jetta Rome, vice president: Ernest
breaking ceremony for the libra- W. Hooper, who served nine
announced the signing of a new •
ry
and she is with us today to years; Rev. Charles E. Libby,
Branding
"The
singing duo,
12 years; Rev. W. W. Foster,
see this building dedicated."
Iron," to the Stax roster of
Tearfully Miss Price said to 12 years;, Rev. James T. Dockstars.
the audience. "It is an honor it ing, 6 years; Rev. George
The contract was negotiated
these men
was to have a building named Evans, 5 years. All of
by Al Bell, Stax' executive vice
were white ministers from the
of
spoke
also
she
you,"
after
president, and producer Donl
North, gradually black teachEllis Auditorium,
An of'icial how much she loved Mississippi.
CHING A )".
WA
Plans are underway for the West Hall of
Davis.
were ended to the faculty as
ers
Jan. 25, from 4 to 6 p.m.
U. S. report was released at Following tears the eye of Stu- qualified persons became availThe Branding Iron consists of 12th a nnual Baptist Interne-1
a
Adminisnd
Faculty
dents.
coordi- the opening of the 1969 school
able. The first of t hese was
two young men, LeRoy Crume tional Tea, scheduled for the; Mrs. Nancy Givands,
g more tration staff as well as the
nator, and the Rev. Ben L. year, which is witnessin
Matthew W. Diagan who beat
than
audience.
once,
came an instructor in matheiBooks, chairman, agree that deseo-?gatien. at
Susince the
"
:the upcoming tea will be -the any moment outlawed dual Mr. Holms told the audience, matics in 1866. By 1923, 19 of
premo Court
her desire to help Rust Colle2e 25 faculty
members were
'biggest and best."
school systems in 1954, Lean E. stems from the fact tha&t Black.
12
launched
was
, The tea
Panetta. directa: or the °Moe her -mother was a student here In 1920 Dr. M. S. Davage beand carried away pleasant came the first Negro president
The tea is sponsored by the for Civil Right; 57ie.
years ago for the purpose of He Sail tht 238 s .hel, dis- memories of her experiences. of Rust College, and in 1924,
raising funds for Owen Junior tricts are due to implement Another factor is involved, how- Dr. L. M. McCoy became the
College, now merged v.ith Le- volun ar • desegre:;atim pIns ever-her first feeling that the first Rust Alumnus to serve his
Moyns. College, Proceeds from which will eliminafe the dual gift intrusted to her is not alma mater as president. Durthe Dec. 25 iulzir will go to Le- schor' s tom thP cal com- hers alone. When she w a s ing his 33 years as president
pared with 55 sell —A dlstIct young, ambitious and far from the c urriculum was changbd
Moyne-Owen.
wealthy, she was given guid- to meet changing needs of the
, la t ye .
planAlPastors'
Memphis Baptist
encouragement and help community. They functioned
ance,
liance and cooperating Baptist Panetta said an additional
she sought the training she as a complete educational sysas
plans
on
County.
desegrati
Shelby
districts'
churches in
109
now, she feels it is tem until 1928 when the elewhich call for complete de- needed,
The LeMoyne-Owen Alumni segregation in 1970, also include her turn to give eitouragement mentary grades were dropped.
Club of Memphis will join about substantial d.negration steps and aid to others, "I never During the presidency of Dr.
35 Baptist churches sponsoring this year.
doubt God's power in all this, Earnest A. Smith (1957-66)
tables for the tea, according to
She says."
tremendous) strides were made
the
Willis T. Miles, president of "I think a survey like
the
on
in improving both the physical
place
took
event
This
one just submitted by our At- 103 Year of Rust College Found- plant and the academic
the alunmi club.
conto
help
lanta office can
l Each table will represent a vince many people who will mg. The College was foundedl standards. When the College
theme
its C entennial,
general
when the Rev. A. C.t Celebrated
nation and the
experience desegregation for in 1866
will be: "Christianity Takes the first time that it is a val- McDonald, a minister from the observance included the
North came to Ho1ly1 didication of three completely
a Tour."
noble as well as legal aspect of the
a nd opened a school modern, air conditioned buildSprings
beta
is
it
that
and
be
,
will
education
Yrs. M. L. Robinson
little Negro Church ings-the McDonald Science Hall
the
in
passthe
with
ter experience
the program chairman.
of p resent-day1 and two dormitories.
er
(forerunn
age of time," Panetta said.
and Calvin April.

Baptists' Annual Tea
Will Be Held Jan. 25
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Doxey Hall Destroyed On Eve Mrs. Soni Fetes
Marie Baker Club
Of Rust College Founders'Day '

AT TRAINING SESSION — Five young women and two
yoang men are seen at a recent training session at the
Delta Education Corporation. On photo are David H a II.
Eddie McKinake, Miss Barbara Jean Moore, Miss Vera

Holman, Miss Dorothy Hill, Miss Irene Murray and Mrs.
Edna Moss. All are now employed at a downtown department store.

Five Young Women Begin Sales
Careers During Busy Season

MCRC
Promotes
Chestang

Five young women who were
unemployed a few short weeks
ago are helping last-minute
shoppers with their gift-buying
problems at a downtown department store, and are making new careers in saleswork.
Not too long ago, some of
the young women were finding
it difficult to locate employment on a regular basis; in
fact, one said the only thing
that she was doing for pay was
baby-sitting.
The five women are Miss
Barbara Jean Moore, 677 Honduras rd.; Miss Vera Holman.
1190-D Tunica; Miss Dorothy
Hill, 3050 Shannon St.; Miss
Irene Murray, 2453 Douglass;
and Mrs. Edna Mocs of 416
Jacklyn, all employed as clerks
with the Goldsmith's, Department Store.

HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — concerts and its appearance on
"Doxey Hall has given us an- television and radio. "And oui•
other challenge," said the presi- young people will continue to
dent of Rust College. He was be ambassadors of goodwill."
looking at the still-s moking
Although classes and rehearruins of the building which had
been the home of the Music De. sals are continuing in makepartment before it was destroy- sshift quarters and all are exed by fire on December 6 And erting extra efforts to overcome
Rust is accepting the challenge. the handicaps impose d, no
Its Founder's Day Program and time must be lost in getting the
allied activities took place as Music Department into permascheduled December 12-14 even' Dent quarters of its own he
though the fire swept away its said. There is no room in any
only auditorium. The two dor- other building on campus for
mitories and the Leontyne the facilities required The lost
Price Library were dedicated building must be replaced by
Sunday following a 10,00 a m. one which will serve the pur' poses Doxey Hall served, but
Convocation.
more efficiently.
"True, our losses are heavy,
Dr. McMillan estimated that
President Ernest McMillan
agreed. "The building and its the replacement cost of the
contents are a total loss. All building and equipment will be
should
butsshou adprovide
for
5000
.00
a .Th
of our band instruments are $
practical
gone. Our organ and all of our
pianos except one are lost and b uilding with classrooms,
all of our music, besides much soundproof practice rooms, and
technical equipment and all a chapel which would double as
the chapel chairs. But these concert and lecture hall and
are material losses and can be Little Theatre. The erection of
this building must not be dereplaced."
layed, he stressed.
"Our most valuable assets
were not lost — voices and mu- Equipment f o r instruction
sical talents of our students, and practice must not wait on
and the skills of our faculty
who teach and lead them. Had
we lost any of these we would
be sorrowing indeed. But with
these intact we can go forward
with a confident spirit."

biggest thing Miss Holman had Mr. McKinnie, who is 23 said
been able to find, but through he dropped out of high
MAP-South, an
anti-poverty
school when he was in t h e
The College Choir will keep
agency, she was referred to:
its appointment to make an
the Delta Education Corpora-, eleventh grade, but is happy
RCA recording with Leontyne
tion for training and a regular at the progress he is making
Price in January, 1970 at the
job. She completed high school' at the store, and may go back
The Michigan Civil Rights
Nashville studios, said Pres iin the evenings at Booker T. to finish his high
school work Commission has announced the dent McMillan. The Male QuinWashington High.
so that he may make more appointment of Edward J. Cha- tet will continue its giving of
stang, Jr., as regional manager
Miss Hill
was employed advancements.
of
the Detroit area, which inpart-time at a supermarket for
Mr. Hall. who atte nd e d cludes t he district offices of
policy and procedure and ml.
two years after graduating
Manassas High School, said it Detroit-East, Detroit-West, Ponfrom Douglass High School.
tiating
affirmativeaction pro-'
was just through luck that he, tiac, and the main MCRC ofgrams
in
the re gion.
landed
his
present
job
deliverfice
in
Detroit.
"The only thing I had been
able to find before.coming here ing merchandise.
Chastang has been with
Mr.
Also appointed to assist him
was baby-sitting, and I didn't
just happened to be in were Janet C. Cooper and Mrs. the Commission for two years.
want to continue at that," she front
of the store when Mr. John A. (Denise) Lewis, as as- He is a former field represensaid happily.
Fred Brown came by and sistant regional managers. The tative and case supervisor. PriFor the first year after ask me if I wanted a job. I was Detroit metropolitan area ac- or to his apopintment with the
graduating from Melrose High downtown shopping at the time, counts for 65% of all co mMCRC, Mr. Chastang was a
School Miss Murray had work- aad I was certainly happy he plaints filed in the state.
social worker for the State of
ed as a te cher's a i d e, and picked me out of the crowd."
Responsibilities of the region- Michigan Department of So-;
then for a short while during
Mr. Hall said that he had al manager will include coor- cial Services and was promotThey along with two young last year's Christams season been working but had been
dination of cases at the region- ed to social work administramen, Eddie McKinnie of 1265 she was a sales clerk at Gold- laid off at the time he
found
al
level, counseling case super- tor, a position he held for five
James st. and David Hall of smith's.
his latest job.
visors and other em ployees on years.
1245 Firestone, were trained
Then one day she saw one
recently at the Delta Educa- of her former teachers, Fred
tion Corporation for their jobs Brown, who is also a personnel
at the store.
counselor for Goddsmith's and
he steered her t o Delta by
l\,$›
Miss Moore was graduated way o f MAP-South,
and her!
with the 1967 class of Mitchell
present job.
High School, but until she was
Mrs Moss said she had been:
placed by Delta she said her
search for employment had employed at a beauty parlor,
carried her to no successful "but I wanted to try something
different.- Mr. Brown also
Job.
•
steered her to the training
Working as a mail clerk at program at Delta Education
a recording firm had been the Corporation.

for your
convenience!
Sears
extra
Christmas
Shopping Hours
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the completion of a building,
however. The need for instruments, pianos and music is immediate.
Here is an opportunity for the
friends of Rust College to rally
to her aid in a practical and
heartwarming way. With so
many immediate needs, large
and small, no gift can be too
large and none will be too
small to be gratefully received.
All gifts should be sent to the
Development Office - Rust College, Holly Springs, Mississippi
38635, and designated for the

Music Department.

by Joe Black
Did you know that we black people are
thought to have our own language? Some of
our leaders imply it when they suggest that
white people must learn our language.
What is our language? FOteen for fourteen! JOOly for July. DIS for this. Bread for
money. Hawk for wind! I could go on. It's
true that many of our people have fallen into
the habit of poor diction and slang. Many are
short on grammar and word usage, simply because they were not educated in the art of verbal communication. That doesn't mean they
can't be. Or that they lack the ability to learn.
Let me remind you that we are Americans.
English is our language. There is no reason
why every other ethnic group can migrate to
this country and master English and we, who
are born here, can not. Let me squelch for all
time the myth that black people have a language all their own. The ability to learn and
speak English is well within our capabilities.
Remember that! And remember this, too
.few things have more bearing on the impression we make than how we speak, the words
we use and how we use them. This is the age of
communication. And you'd better know howl

Shop Friday,
Saturday,
Monday and
Tuesday

We specialize in a money raising plan

for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
dak•d In Memphis by Merephlans
rush•d rushed doily to your blg
Hogue 8., Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

Rogue & Knott,
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

BUNS
27t
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS V= 27c
U.S.D.A. Heavy Choice

Plain or Self-rising

OMEGA FLOUR

BEEF ROAST

490
Center Cut Chuck

Sib. Bag
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Bags

TEA BAGS

33* 11_48 count

Cup Up

1.1.11

11 p.m.

TOWELS
250

I
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CREAM PEAS
3130

24 oz. Poly Bog

Shop Christmas Eve 'till 6 p.m.
Heinz (Hot)

Use Sears
Revolving
Charge!
Ask About
Sears
Convenient
Credit
Plans

KETCHUP
12 oz. bottle 150

COUPON BOOK
Buy on Credit ...
Spend Like Cash!
Use in any Sears Store anywhere.
A real time saver! Available in
$5 to $50 denominations.

Great For Gifts, Too!

Lux
FACIAL SOAP
Bath Sire

Taterlan Hash Brown

Ever Fresh

LIMA BEANS

2 lb. Boa

330

25*
20 oz. Poly Bag

100
Fresh

GREEN BEANS

PORK CHOPS
so lb.

39*

Center Cut

Ever Fresh Cut

:POTATOES
HAMBURGER
lb. Pkg. Ea9(tt
or Mcrre

& Knott P
Pt)rl‘

SAUSAGE

$11.29

20 oz. Poly Bog

lb. Bc

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

J (icee81(
President

Sears Has Everything for Christmas!
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Sahafeetwri Chererawmi or Yew Money bark

Sears

C

WE HONOR GOVIRIMMINT• FOOD STAMPS
Cornet Jumbo Roll
Stokley's Finest

In a job interview, you very often make it
or fall flat on your face the first time you open
your mouth. So, start working on your communication system. Do it, and you'll eliminate
one more barrier to better jobs for black people. Start by remembering that bread is also
something you eat.

The Greyhound Corporation

Members present were Miss
Maggie Newsom, Mrs. Sara
L. Carr, Mrs. Irene Sanders,
Mrs. Gertrude Cathey, Mrs.
Carrie Mabry, Mrs. Thelma
Franklin, Mrs. Ethel Wynn.
Mrs. Reola Howard and Miss
Birdie C. Lenoir, reporter.

ED EXTRA MONE

Government Inspected Grade A

open daily 9:30 a.m.!
Shop Thursday 'til 10 p.m.

The Marie Baker Stinvice
Club held a meeting at the
home of Mrs. Alm:. Soni recently with the president, Mrs. Nell
Osborne, presiding over the business session.
A report was given on the
City Federation. A jewelry display and a remembrance of
love was sent to a beloved
member, Mrs. Lillie Jeffery.

WHITEHAVEN . 1 200 Southland Mall
POPLAR
4570 Poplar
•
CROSSTOWN . 495 N. Crosstown

1578 LAMAR

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sunda.vs tor For Your Shopping Convenience

A.M. to 1 P

UAL, tglrlDeall 4ND Qt.

•

9
6
9
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THE BIG PARADE
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Hampton Tragedy
Raises Questions
For All America
By LOUIS MARTIN

The slaying of Black Panther Party !eader Fred
Hampton, under circumstances that have convinced
most of our citizens that it was an act of cold-blooded
National Advertising Representatives
murder, sent an emotional shock wave last week
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
throughout Chicago's vast black community. As this
310 Madiseti Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
is written, the repercussions from this shock wave
are still being felt.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
It is ironic that those authorities
who seem most determined to destroy
the Panther Party are following a
course of action that is best calculated
to strengthen and extend the influence
of the party.
The police are apparently hell bent
on proving the Panther thesis, that the
cops are really pigs, that they are the
It is coming more and more
and his subordinates are indeed at
mortal enemies of the black and the
to the fore that Attorney General
fault.
and that genocide is just around
poor,
In each of the 16 school districts
Mitchell is the disingenuous spirit
the corner.
represented, the Justice Departbehind the retreat from full implePerhaps Oscar Wilde had a point
ment went to court to bring about when he suggested that there was no greater sin than
mentation of school integration. In
desegregation some time ago — be- ,stupidity.
a suit filed just the day before
the Court's decision in October
fore
Thanksgiving, the Nixon Admini.
For almost two hours, six months ago, I had the
—and in all but one the department
stration was accused of continuing
got desegregation orders. In none chance to question Fred Hampton and to try to find
to drag its feet on school desegreof the 16, however, do the current out at first hand what made him the revolutionary
•
gation in the South. The suit was
orders call for immediate desegre- that he felt himself to be. Young and vigorous, he
' brought by three District of Colgation, and in some they do not had just crossed the threshold of manhood. He was
umbia's civil rights attorneys on
even call for complete desegrega- warm and personable, handsome, alert and very artibehalf of Negro parents and pupils
tion. The Justice Department has culate.
s•- in 16 Southern school districts in
filed no appeals from the current
After stripping away the over-worked rhetoric MY VIEW
seven states.
orders since the desegregation-atmovement, it seemed clear that here was a
of
his
Attorney General John N.
once decree.
eager and angry youth still reaching for new
bright,
Mitchell and Jerris Leonard, chief
The suit says that these 16 cases
knowledge,
still searching for new avenues of action
of the Justice Department's Civil
are typical of all those—more than
help
tkat
make America a better place for black
might
with the 250 including 20 women. One
Rights Division, are the principal
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
100 — where the Justice Departpeople.
so
many youngsters today, the cruelty
Like
express his appreciation for
prisoner
defendants. The suit is part of a
ment is the plaintiff in the South.
I have not written much about
of racism, the vicious abuse of the lives and liberties
by presenting Maddox a
release
early
continuing dispute between private
It is indisputable that the AdminisGovernor Maddox and what I have writof the black and the poor at every turn, every day,
of the Governor.
portrait
color
water
and Administration civil rights attration does not intend to accelerate
ten it has not always been complimenhad already seared his soul.
"You have got
prisoners:
the
told
He
torneys over the pace of school dethe pace of desegregation and obey
tary. I cannot erase from my mind his
in your life
love
more
little
a
find
to
segregation.
the orders of the high court. There
I can still see the frown gathering on his brown, waving the axe handle and pistol in
thinking
your
of
a
lot
put
way.
—
some
In the month since the Suare sundry and devious ways of de- round face when I tried to pin him down on the mean- order to keep Negroes out of his restauyou put
—
If
family.
your
loving
into
preme Court's "desegregation-atlaying action in this crucial matter. ing of some of the abstract terms with which he rant. He is a staunch segregationist and
your
life
and
family
your
love
of
your
once" decision, the Justice DepartAnd Mitchell is using all of them sprinkled his speech. He was most precise about the he makes no effort to conceal the fact
about
worry
have
won't
to
you
first,
ment has continued to countenance
to carry out his evil design. It is
evils, the injustices and the cruelties that confront that he is an outstanding segregationist.
delays, despite a public promise to
about time he should be exposed
But there is a steak of human kind- coming back." He advised them to read
us. It was when he began to bare his convictions on
Bible.
see the decision carried out. The
and denounced for what he is — a
how to right the wrong that he seemed to feel it ness in Maddox and he has some sym- the
suit seeks only a declaratory
Another piece of advice was given
dedicated segregationist in sheep necessary to fall back on the slogans and canned pathy for the unfortunate. For the third
judgment, a finding that Mitchell
Pardon
and Parole Chief J. 0. Parby
clothing.
prisoners
a
year, Maddox has given
rhetoric of his party line.
warned
who
the freed prisoners,
thin
"Thanksgiving-Christmas Gift" by reIt was obvious that his young mind was still leasing them before their time in prison "Don't corrupt your own souls by feelgrowing, that he was still learning about life and was up. The day before Thanksgiving, ing sorry for yourself." Partain admonthat he had the kind of heart and head that would Governor Maddox gave 396 convicts an ished them further by telling them to
register and seriously weigh each new experience.
early release from 12 Georgia prisons. beware of "the three W's — whiskey,
If signing up a black athlete is
player a basketball scholarship last
received early wheels, and women." Most of the
The understanding gleaned during that long in- Some 1700 prisoners have
an index to racial and social proyear.
very prisoners admitted that one of the W's
terview served to compound for me the tragedy of, releases from Maddox and only a
gress in the Deep South, thea a new
have
vio- or two or three W's had gotten them
men
percentage
the
of
small
Jackson is a 6-foot-1, 185-pound
his horrible death. I felt I knew him.
day is dawning in the old confedlated the confidence which the Governor into trouble. Bill Shipp, reporter, wrote
wingback who has attained promiUpon learning of his slaying, I could not help expressed in them by releasing them be- that one woman said that in her case,
erate state of Alabama in whose
nence as a versatile player on his
a double lynching when I was a young boy fore their time in prison was up. All it was a man.
but
recall
capital George Wallace, when he
high school football team in the last
To be exact 1712 including the 396
in
Savannah,
Ga., over four decades ago. It happened of the 396 were due to remain in prison
was Governor, personally tried to
two seasons. He is said to be aghave received early releases since the
near Darien, about 30 miles away. The first notice until some weeks after Christmas.
keep a black girl from registering
About 260 of t h e convicts were beginning of this practice in 1967. It
was a brief item in the morning paper. Two black
gressive, powerful and elusive.
at the University of Alabama, just
brought
to Atlanta to hear the Governor is remarkable that only 37 have had to
men had been hanged on the limb of a sycamore tree.
Alabama has been charged in a
about five years ago.
cleliever a speech on love in the Georgia be returned to prison. Let us salute
federal court suit with failing to
I can't remember all the circumstances but I House Chamber. The others were re- Governor Maddox for this kind act on
Today, matters seem to be taking
recruit black athletes as it does
can't forget the limb of that tree. A commercial photo- leased from their respective prisons. behalf of the unfortunate prisoners.
a different racial twist. Wilbur
white athletes. Of all probability,
grapher on West Broad Street, who had come orig- It is estimated that the number set free Each convict was given $26 and a
bus
the suit will be dropped if Jackson
Jackson, a black football player has
inally from the West Indies, drove to the lynching Wednesday, the day before Thanksgiv- ticket home. The next problem
will
be
is given a football scholarship as
been tendered a football scholarship
site after the bodies were removed and sawed off the ing, represents about five percent of the to get jobs for the released men.
It
announced by Alabama Sunday
limb used for the hangings. Upon his return he put population that make up the state's may be that a job for each
by officials at the University of
prisoner
who
newspapers. This may well be a sign
the limb on exhibition on the steps of the Baptist prison population. All of the 396 would Is released would reduce to the
Alabama. He will become the first
minimum
that race barriers are beginning to
Church at the corner of Bolton and West Broad.
have
served
time
by
their
Feburary
those
28.
who
get
Negro football player to sign with
in
trouble
again
and have
crumble. Or is this unjustified opspeech
After
Maddox
his
hands
shook
to
be
returned
to
jail.
Alabama, although it gave a Negro
timism?
News of what happened spread and everyone
wanted to see it. Townspeople from all over, whites
as well as blacks, drove or walked by the church, some
glancing almost surreptiously at the crooked limb
from the lynching tree. A few stopped and stared.
••
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Mitchell-Artful Segregationist
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Another Side Of Maddox

U. Of Alabama's Black Athlete

Blacks Threaten British Politics

The stir which Enoch Powell, the
irrespressible racist Englishman,
caused in Britain last year, may
have conditioned British thought
to the extent of having a psychological effect on the forthcoming
—
election.
Though driven out of his own
party for his bold anti-Negro stand,
IT:- he was never silenced on the issue
- of race which is looming with greater prominence in British life.
Seizing on vital statistics releasea by the British Ministry of Health
..
and Social Security, Powell is predicting that, in a generation or even
less, entire urban areas in Britain
could become wholly "alien terntory."
The figures for March and April
show that in 11 of London's 12
Inner boroughs black immigrant
births are running at one in every
five. In some areas, they average
nearly one in three. Powell's opponents criticize his remarks as unduly inflammatory and likely to
provoke racism in areas which have
hitherto enjoyed good race relations.
They contend that those figures
may represent only a temporary
eon

•11.•
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bulge and that the tendency among
blacks on acquiring British mores
is to have a lower rate of reproduction.
Powellites, however, quickly point
to Bradford where the black birth
rate soared from 3.5 percent in 1961
to 23 percent last year. Politicians
are using this as argument to make
the British more aware of the ultimate political meaning of an increasingly large black population.
They point to the success attained
by American blacks in their bid for
power in various U. S. municipalities.
Thus, the forthcoming British
election will be punctuated by strident cries against black immigrants
from Africa and the West Indies.
Powell is pushing for restrictive
legislation that would drastically
limit both work and housing opportunities of the blacks already in
Britain.
Though he may not succeed under the present labor government
of Prime Minister Harold Wilson,
future governments may feel obliged to listen to his racist outline.

Shortly thereafter there began to appear statements by some whites and many black preachers and
civic leaders, all deploring the outrage and all putting
the blame on "lawless whites."

A Point of View

By NAT D. WILLIAMS

emphasize their feelings and The lasting damage done by
dramatize the situation for the the grand jury action is the
SINGING THE BLUES
rest of the community.
creation of a deep and painful
A right to return to blue s
But
the real damage to this resentment among all thinking
One important white citizen — I think it was the singing seems relevant today community Pes deeper. Grant- people. . . black and White. For'
mayor — in expressing his unhappiness also pointed for black Americana. . locally, ed the persons indicted may one wonders what the grand
regionally, and nationally.
out with some pride that there had never been a
have led a movement that dis- :Dry action means, D oes it
have
Locally,
a
they
right
to
hi gh
lynching in Savannah or Chatham county. Everyone
rupted much of local routine.' Mean somebody in
places
blues
of
the
because
the
was
sing
to
remind
the
black
Granted that their "Black Monpraised law and order.
action of the Shelby County day" tactics were not univer. community of who is "boss"
Last week as the reports of the killing of Fred Grand J ury last w e e k. The sally accepted by many black in town?
Hampton filtered in, I began to wonder if we had come Grand Jury handed down in- and white citizens. . . the fact Does it mean that somebody
full circle. Have the lynch mob of my youth been dictments against 19 individu- still remains that nobody came in high places feels hurt pride
replaced by the platoons of police? Have those "law- als who have been conspicuous up with any other tactics that and affronted by the audacity
less whites" been succeeded today by a new breed of for their voicing of black griev- were as effective as those used of the 19 indicted persons in
ances and protests relative to by the Black Coalition.
making "demands" on, them
"lawful lynchers?"
some conditions in Memphis.
At lea st they awakened and wants to get even?
These questions must be asked now but, more The overwhelming majority
everybody in town to the need. Does it mean that those in
Importantly, they must be anawered now. The world of black Memphians and some for some changes to be
made authority want to appease the
must learn the truth.
fair-minded white Memphians in the public education set-up.f
white racial Neanderthaiers of
are aghast at the grand jury's Less direct approaches had °ninths
White Citizens Council type,
While I am convinced that the struggle of black action. They feel the fury has
led to a blank w a 11 of pro- I who are rabidly ranting on TV
men for respect and power, for life and dignity, can made a mistake. The bonds of
crastination and do-n ot hi n
and other media, to br unleashnot be won in this society at the point of a gun, I am each of those indicted were re- ness. And even though the
co- ed to pour the venom of race
also convinced that guns will not stop the struggle. duced to the barest minimum alition split as a payment f o r hatred on
black people?
by Judge Odell Horton.
the
return
of
community
In politics, in economics, in education and in all
Or does it mean that someother fields black men have really begun to move. And that was a sort of bright peace. . and a cooling-off per- body here wants to take adIspot in the situation. The deThere is a new awakening in black America, a new fendants didn't have to stay in iod. . . and to provide a change vantage of the "hate climate"
for more peaceful approaches , be _
i ng so steadily cultivated by
birth of hope, determination and confidence. No jall. The defendants peacefully
to be tried. • • here comes the the Nixon
Administration to
atrocities committed by any racists today are going stirrended themselves. . without incident. Several *resolved grand jury and muddies t h e 'promote violent confrontation
to deter, detour nor delay this development.
to remain in jail for awhile to water again.
'here?
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Mt. Nebo Church Is The Setting
Of Miss Laverne Hill's Wedding

Literary Club Will
Help Six Families

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bak
Mrs. Earl Mimms, Mrs. James
Taylor, Miss Martha Douglas
and Gary Deberry.

Others were Miss Gloria Ann,
Renfroe, Ed Johnson, Mita
Alma Johnson, Miss Joe Ann
The Mt. Nebo Baptist Church! And Mr. and Mrs. Fred and Mrs. Williard Wilson, Mr. Wilson, William Rhodes, Mrs.
was the setting for the recent Nelson, Willie Hunt, Shelby, and Mrs. Wayne Simmons, Carolyn B. Flowers, Mr. and
The Sredaer Club was off to Mrs. Jessie Randle, Miss Hazel
wedding of Miss LaVerne Hill Miss.: Mrs. B. A. E Calloway, Mrs. Flora Jones, Miss Hattie
Mr. Sam Williams, Chester
a good start when it sponsored Chamberlain, Mrs.
Melvoid
and James Henry Davis, Jr.
Smith, Miss Jeraldine Booker,
its first effort through a Post Benson, Mrs. B. L. Estes,
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mis. Alfred Clark, Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miss Roberta Austin, Miss
Thanksgiving Benefit Brunch Mrs. 0. M. Johnson, Miss.
Mrs. Christine D. Hill and Mrs. Marguerite Cox, Mrs. Todd, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse HarLongmire,
Dwight
Juanita
held at 1619 Shadowlawn, Sat- Mae Sue Holloman, Mrs. Mary
Willie M. Hill. The groom's Frank S i ms, Mrs. Artha ris, Rev. and Mrs. James MoyDeberry, Mrs. Roxie Dickerson,
urday, November 29, 1969
E. Harris, Mrs. A. V. Jeffries,',
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Richardson, Mrs. Ruby Rowell, ner, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. H. 1.. Jesse Harris, Mrs. Mary Cooley
The Brunch was a gala af- Mrs. L. B. Anderson, Mrs. L.,
Tommy Doyle of 2566 Lagena. Mrs. Marguerite Wallace, Fred Hunter, Mrs. Annie Bowman,
Mrs. Grozelia Neal and Mrs.
fair for the friends present G. Willett, Mrs. S. I. Je
The bride wore an original Franklin, Miss Velma Middle- Mrs. Irene Henderson, Mrs Lillian Barnett.
including Rev. Robert Drain, Mrs. R. P. Robinson, Mrs.'
gown of white peau de sole ton, Miss Willie Jean Marion, James Roberson, MRS. Lutfwr
Mrs. Annie B. Coleman, Mrs. Julia Young, Mrs. M. L. Purand Chantilly lace, with em- Arthur Dewitt Robinson, Rob- C. King, Jr., Frisby Murphy.
Jerry Johnson, Mrs. Maurine nell, Mrs. Evie Dean, Mrs.
pire bodice with a scoop neck- ert Franks, Jr., Miss Patsy Pete Roberts, Marshall Heard.
Nicholson, Mrs. Alma Miller, Mary Lord. Mrs. Lucille Wilson
line and long lace sleeves. The Tools, Miss Gloria Renfroe, L.I. Washington, Mrs. LaVeria
Mrs. Annie Renfroe, Mrs Mary and Miss Miriam Gray.
skirt was appliqued with motifs Miss Margie McDonald, Mrs. Marshall, Miss Sherry Crump,
Freeman, Mrs. Fannie Britton. The Club was organized on
of matching lace and the chapel Cary Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bill Crump, Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. Florence Farmer, Mrs. June 14, 1969, with a three fold
train was bordered in lace. Lawrence Tolbert, Miss Doris Perino and Denise: Mrs. Mo- The time is "up" on the ceilMamie HuIlum, Mrs. J. Easley, purpose-reading, s p r ea ding
Her headpiece, a veil, secure Cox, Miss Rochelle Cox, Miss zella Williams and Stanley, ing with a new alarm clock.
Mr. & Mrs. H. Cobb, Mrs. cheer, and saving. The memin place with a bridal bow and Earnestine D a n ie I , Mrs. Mrs. Roberta Brown, Mrs. With a flick of a switch, you
Onie 'Harding, Mrs. Lynette bers made plans to sponsor
tiny seed pearls in a sun burst Ophelia Jenkins, Miss Toni Roberta Young and Mrs MelManahan, Mrs. Annie McField. two benefit programs each
can project the time on the
Johnson, Miss Emma Herndon. birda Porter.
design.
Mrs. Florida Thomas a n d year with all of the proceeds
at night. This little inceiling
Rev.
Bell
and
Mrs.
Douglass
The bride was given in marAnd Langston Branch, Miss
daughter Jeanie and
Mrs. being used for the destitute.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Edmakes it possible to
vention
riage by her father. Miss Sondra
Evelyn Smith, Miss Betty Greer,
Loretta Preston.
Plans for savings were made
dings.
Richardson
was
her
maid
of
hour without rolling
Lonnie
Robinson,
Miss
know
the
Ethel
Others who were unable to and the department will be set
honor Bridesmaids were MissAlso Mr. and Mrs. Roose- Daniel, Miss Jacqueline Wil- over, stretching neck, or fumbattend the Brunch, but gave up with each member contribuLincoln, Phyllis velt Jenkins, Leslie Rawls, Mr. hams, Miss Carolyn Jackson, ling for a lamp.
es
Peggy
generous contributions included ting with his own funds accordDonners
McDonald, Claudia
Mr. Odell Coleman. Mrs. A. ing to his will, beginning in
and Patricia Clark, who wore
Roach, Mrs. Etta Gray, Mrs. January 1970. The reading
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Ramsey N.J.
floor-length gowns of majesty
Charlotte Jackson. Miss
activities of t he club include of 1350 Dixie ave. were hon- The Ramseys have 20
pink. Their bowed headdresses
Brooks, Mrs. M. Wherry, Mr. sharing of articles and excerpts ored on Saturday evening,
grandchildren and three great- with streams were of matching
Arthur Berry, Mr.
v, from current books and niaga- Nov. 29, by their five children
grandchildren.
pink.
Mrs. V. Jones, Mrs. Carter, zines with a lively discussion in a 50th Wedding Anniversary
Mrs. Cole, Mr. J. Alexander. and exchange of ideas at each reception held in the Studnnt Guests included 'a number of The flower girls were Cynthia
out-of-town relatives and a Doyle, sister of the groom, and
Mrs. Elnor a Hogg, Miss L. meeting.
Center of LeMoyne-Owen col- brother and sister ut the Theresa Hill, sister of the bride.
Roberts, Mrs. D. McGhee, Mrs. The members of the club, lege.
•
The ringbearer was Edwin
M. A. Hay es, Mrs. If. M. Mesdames Hilda Massey, Fran- Honoring their parents were couple.
O'Neal Williams.
were
Mrs
Ramsey
and
Mr.
Robinson, An anonymous well ces Estes, Lucille Britt, Anna Mrs. Ethel B. Avery, Clevewisher, Mrs. C
Bradshaw, Belle Coleman, Ozelie Drain, land, Ohio; • Mrs. Vera L. married in Dyersburg, Tenn., James Lewis was bestman,
and groomsmen included Paul
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Harris. Mrs. Alfreda Brack. and Melvina Archibald, Memphis; Alvin L. in 1919
Clayton,
C. Buford, Mrs. R. Sanders, Hunt, extend gratitude to their Ramsey, Detroit; John R. They are members of the Averyhart, Bradie
Mr. Brister Britt, Mr. Phil, many friends who supported Ramsey. 'Toledo, Ohio; and Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church Charles Small and Michael
Hawkins. Gary Deberry served
Hunt, Mrs. A. C. Carghill,
the brunch. Six destitute fami- James H. Ramsey, Montclair, at 1484 Pillow St.
as an usher.
L. DeWalt, Mrs. B. Foster,1 lies will be presented with
Officiating at the ceremony
Mrs. Juanita Turner, Mrs. Ct ristmas checks from the
was Dr. Roy Love, pastor of the
V. B. Harris, Mrs. C. P. Tate,
church. Mtoic was presented
by Miss Sherry C. Crump, organist, and Mrs. Dollye Love,
i FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — Science from the University of vocalist.
A reception was held ImTwo persons have been added Michigan.
'to the Charles W. Chestnutt Li- Mrs. McCullough, a native of mediately following the wedbrary staff at Fayetteville Arma. Kansas, is serving while ding at the Holiday Inn-RiverState University, Mrs. N. R. Mrs. N. H. Thigpen is on leave bluff.
Smith, Librarian announced to- for professional improvement. Among the guests were A.J.
r-day.
She earned the Master of Li- Hill, paternal grandfather of
Mrs. M. J. Lawrence is serv- brary of Science in Library the bride; Mrs. Ruby Daniel,
ing as Acquisition Librarian Science from Case-Western Re- maternal grandmother of the
and Mrs. V. L. McCullough is serve University.
no'second
bride; Mr. and Mrs. James
t
Iserving as Reference Librarian. The additions are a continu- Daniel, Greenville, Miss; Mr.
COMBINATION "SWISS MADE"
tngth-n the and Mrs. James 0. Allen, Mrs.
Mrs. Lawrence is a native of ing effort to st,
WATCH CIGARETTE LIMITER
AS
Fort Benning, Georgia and services of the library, Mrs. Cary Watson, Miss Barbara
CROiAE CASE WHITE SUNBURST DIAL
hold the Masters of Library ISmith said.
Doyle, all'sisters of the groom;
Sand check or Bank Money Order to:
Sharon Doyle and Miss Ada
ARNOLD SCOTT & ASSOCIATES
iDoyle, all sister of the groom:
P.O. BOX-2131, FRESNO, CALIF (93719)
Wh11 they last •
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Miss Lillian Caples and Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Doyle.

What's New?

Golden Anniversary

C

FSU Adds To Staff

ark Turner

Oroal•Mar•

Lee Armstrong
4-8P.M.

Soul
Back to
Back WDIA Power
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HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

The MORE you BRING .

Plain DRESSES

Thu MORE you SAVE!
a

Rid

SUITS

CLEANED and PRESSED
SHIRTS
on hangers

24!

TWO IEST PEACES TO GET
ME CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
367 Union
527-447i
2989 Summer
323-5594

folded-28c soBeautifully laundered

"I HAD A DREAM"
NO COUPON REWIRED

MARTIN LUTHER KING
(1929-1%8)
Keep his memory alive with this
true to life cast statuette in
bronze-like finish. Ideal for dashboard, desk or mantle. Excellent
for holiday gift giving. 31/"
2 high

$ 2.5O

PPCL
Send check 1r money order,
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

4.ituesty
tt root's
:
4
1
4

4.
4
4

4 4' 44

Give Oldlaylor
for allit's worth.
When you give Bourbon why not give Old
Taylor, the top-selling, premium-priced Bourbon in
America. We can prove it's worth the extra money.
There are about six reasons why:

TAY
D
LI
•
0._ 86 PROOF 0
Fr

1. Old Taylor was
created by Col.Edmund H.
Taylor, Jr., foremost Bourbon distiller of the late
1800's.

GREAT AMERICAN
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 107 Tremont Station
New York, New York 10457

3. We make Old Taylor
in this castle because it's
near the delicious limestone spring the Colonel
discovered in 1887.

si
st

OF
TOPMOST
CLASS
5. Nothing's changed
cc Col. Taylor put these
three words on the label.
\X'e still use the same costly'
small grains,tend our mash
as lovingly —still do every.
thing just as the Colonel
... did it.
6. Taste it and you'll
know why Old Taylor is the
Bourbon worth giving.
And this year the sculp.
tured holiday decanter and
regular bottle come gift
wrapped at no extra cost.
We've even engraved the
word"Bourbon"under the
decanter label.

2. People galore tried
to copy Old Taylor. So, in
1909, Col. Taylor changed
the color of his label to a
loud and clear yellow and
printed the warning below.
That took care of that!
•
EL IS
THIS YELL
AND
IN EXCLU
CONCLUSIVE USE

ooPx"'
O

oPo's

2

Old Taylor.Whatthe label can't tell you,the flavor c ne
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY,86 PROOF. THE OLD TAYLOR OISTiLLERY CO. FRANKFORT 8. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

6
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Freda Payne Stars
On Invictus Label

;signed her and she Wms oft tol
an extended tour.

Post Bond
For Gatch

Quigley .)ones then signed
her for her first appearance
at the Apollo Theatre. There
*he snared the bill with Quincy
add Billy taut:tee. She was
so well received that Quincy
There is not a iiosibt in the tractbut her mother felt she asked her to play a show in
minds of those who have heard was too young to travel for Chicago.
She signed her first recording
at long periods with the band
lise or welted with her
Freda Payne is destined tol However, she did consent for contract with ABC Paramount.
Her biggest success was the
become one of the nation's big,Freda to play Las Vegas with bossa neva hit "Slightly Out
music stars.
Itbe band At the time Freda of Tune "
Freda's recordings will be was only 18. She was featured While this record was getreleased soon by Invictus Rec. vocalist with Duke's baud at ting expasure, she ;stayed Use
Elegant Room in Brooklyn.
the Riviera Hotel.
erds, Inc.
It was there that Larry Steele,
Freda Pa, toe a beautiful After the engagement with veteran producer of Smart
and winsome lass, put on her Duke. she remained in Las Affairs at Club Harlem in
traveling shoes early. At the Vegas. She began working as Atlantic City, heard her and
age of 17 she auditioned for a single at the San Souce signed her as a star for the
a Pearl Bailey revue She won Hotel. There she met Mack Club Harlem Revue.
the audition and thus started Ferguson who was a family
a career that was to see her friend from
Detroit. Mack Her next overseas tour was
traveling throughout America, was an exceptionally fine pianist with Bob Crosby who produced
including Las Vegas, Hawaii, and began to work on her a -show that played in Japan.
She also toured Europe for
New York, Chicago and Eu- style.
eight months. She played such
rope.
Shortly afterward, she de- countries as Germany, France,
Her experience
with the veloped a severe case of ton- Spain, England, Czechoslovakia
Pearl Bailey show proved to,silitis and returned home. Far and Norway.
her that she had the ability.ifrom being discouraged, she
and when she returned to her made up her mind to go to
native Detroit, she had madeqslew York. She wanted to
up her mind that show business develop her style with some of
was really for her.
New York's top vocal coaches.

HAMPTON, & C. — (UPI) —
An attorney posted $10,000 bond
Monday for Dr. Donald Gatch,
a poverty fighter charged with
Violating state drug laws.
(latch, hospitalised for treatment of malnutrition in Asheville, N. C., probably will go
IS trial during a special court
term beginning Jan. 5, according to Randolph Murdaugb,
solicitor of the 14th Judicial
Circuit.
Gatch is charged with four
violations of South Carolina
drug laws. He claims that the
charges were efforts to smear
biza because of his work with
the poor.
Gatch attracted national attention by pointing out the
disease and hunger problems
of the poor. He led Sen. Ernest
F. Hollins, D.S.C. on a poverty
tour of the state last year and
Hollins later launched a crusade to bring federal aid to the
poor in Beaufort County.

Shortly afterward, she agoin While in New York, she took
won an audition. This time fors smother audition. This time for
the inimitable master. DukelJoe Louis, the former world
Ellington. Duke wanted to, boxing champion who was
sign her to a long-term con-; putting together a show. He

1

Yule Season Wedding

Gatch is accused of improperly dispensing drugs, and with,
improper personal use of prohibited drugs.

' Is Planned By Couple

Miss Peace Planning

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
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The attorney who posted the
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Boy- Wellington st. at 6:00 p.m. in
bond was Harry Huge of Wash- land of Arlington, Tennessee,'the evening. Reception will Imington, who represented Gatch. announce the engagement and mediately follow the ceremony
Murdaugh said he did not forthcoming wedding of their
Alga
1
Ream at the
MOM
1111111113111111
know when Gatch would be daughter, Miss Attie Macklin to lin the Holiday
released from the hospital, but Leo M. Gray Jr., son of Rev.'Holiday Inn South, 2300 BelleI CHICKEN SPECIAL I
apparently he will be able to and Mrs. Leo M. Gray Sr., of vue.
attend the trial.
Memphis, Tennessee, The cou
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has
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the
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interest
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pie has chosen December 27.
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in
business
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announcement
I
nas az the wedding date.
• ing wedding of Miss Shirley phis. Her father is the owner
Miss Macklin is a 1966 gradug
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' Annette Peace and Donnell of Peace Realty Company.
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ate of Barret's Chapel High
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class, she matriculated at Lane
of Mississippi.
College in the Fall of "86."
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will
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one
Judy Roberts,
The wedding
presently
Geometry figures big M the
Mr. Cobbins,
a cago's favorite jazz inakers, Presently, Miss Macklin is a
ized Monday, December 22. at
in busi- winter parade of male legs
the hietroplitan Baptist manager-trainee with the Mont- will display her talents when senior at Lane majoring
with the Paster, the gomery Ward Department Stor she t akes over the headlines ness administration. Recently dressed by designers in warm
1%3 Nislosset•
I ' Church
ass Yam* Airs. et 4t5
I11 a po .sition at the LONDON selected to "Who's Who Among washable knit socks in ankle
I Rev. S. A. Owen officiating. Mr. in St. Paul, Minnesota, .
'Good Fri.,Dec.19, sat., Dec. zo," and Mrs. Peace will honor the 4Tacluate
of LeMoyne-Owen HOUSE for one week beginning Students in American Colleges and knee lengths. Taking a tip
Sun.,Dec. .WITH COUPON—
ad Universities," s h e is a from the fashion world, home
itnmed-; College. He is the son of Mrs. Monday, De • 15.
Limn- 2 TO CUSTOMER J. couple with a reception
member of Delta Sigma Theta knitters can get their needles
In 111111MIN EN NM an NIP =I OM el iately following the ceremonyl Thelma Cobbins, 981 Leath Miss Roberts, well known
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Sorority,
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the
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of
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Street
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throughout the city for her out- pa Mu Honor Society.
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standing piano and vocal talents, The groom-elect is a 1964
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Miss Peace is a senior at! While at
graduate of Hamilton II i g h The biggest news is that ar1 Doz.
I Memphis
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State University the groom elect was an hon- at Chicago's Great Steak House school, where he starred in, gyles are making a comeback.
I Regular Price I where she is a member of orary member of Phi Epsilon for the last four months,
football and baseball. Leo is al- Knit them in high or low styles,
2nd Doz.
I Epsilon Kappa Chapter of Pi Social Fraternity, prod. Born and raised in Chicago, so a 1968 graduate of Lane Col- in subtle shades or bright color
I
combinations.
Sigma Theta Sorority, dent of the Sophomore and Judy started playing piano as lege.
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I1 Delta
I
Inc.. and a member of the Junior classes, and second 3 chiId, receiving all he musi-: While at Lane he was select- Other fancy patterns to con263 L Illetimers
Vie yeses Ave. et 40,
I
II American Market Association. Vice-President of the Student cal education from her fither,led, "Who's Who Among Stu- sider include thick and thin
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Ette Club. Inc.. and was "Miss Radio Stations and president' Chicago's South Side, Rush as the Director of Public Relaleg% Porter
Co-Ette" in 1965. She was a of the Student Government Street and Old Town areas. She emu and Alumni.
1129 Illeilrree
Of CollThe, wool Socks all al1453 Perk Ave.
Living Ad of the JUGS, Inc., Association during his Senior has made appearances on the The marriaye ceremony will so machlne-washable, but need
1143 No. 7th
"Joey Bishop" and "Steve Al- take place at the Greater White a hint more care via cool hater
and was presented as a deb- year.
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len" shows.
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111011111111141
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The bride-elect serves as an School. He is the maternal
Advisor of the Co-Ette Club grandson of the late Mr. and
and is employed as an auditing Mrs. Thomas Brooks and the
clerk in the Tri-State Bank of paternal grandson Of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon CobM em phis.
Miss Peace is a member of bins all of Memphis.

For Pre-Yule Wedding

30g Off on 9",
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1

I.

I 30g Off on 9" j
Dinner
I.
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Judy Roberts
Is London

Argyles
Making

House Star

Comeback

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR'
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
•
Here is one of th• outstanding automobile salesmen
in the Memphis or•o. Naturally, he's at Union Chttr/clot. Tommy Grant is rarscly to show you an outstanding seIecti•n of fire new and used cars and trucks.
Hi. eon be of great Ws, in assisting and ad viaing
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. 1
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.

sr° Off

;2!111 I AMAR
'

h

gloirat•Iss • union ave.
southlaad mall

527-3619
Give Her HAIR For Xmas
HOLIDAY SPECIALS I
Wash & Wear tapered Wig I
only s19.95
See the all new 100% 1
Human Hair *Wig-Fall *
a wig by day and high _fi
Fashion Fall by nite. only $44.
isawarganggsviammemigaisgswauswimmtivimmismogssi
Extra Special Clearance
your Choice of 100%
HUMAN HAIR
Wigs—Fall—Cascade
"11111"1

111111111111KINEMIIMMIllilitlia

19.95
EXPERT STYLING 3.50

fashion sosoelolltto In slag
2
1
16 te 60 end 1614 to 12/

warm as toast
gift duster
17.00
Enjoy
the dimensions of
orwenience and privacy witt
a phone by that special chair
of yours. The colt is low.
Call the Business OfRce
and enter the
-Extension Dimension" today.

specially sized
SS to AN

weshoblo Arno!
Megalith and nylen
floors . . . azonfrstfing
trio end severed lowt•
fens oni &Mostly* ea.
cents . groat to giro
or got in forest green'
with gold or plum with
pink.
gift wrapped FREE
MAIL ORDMMS:oars.
po..ese. pits& 4496 taw for
Tenooms delivery.
Shop Downtown, Thum. U 9 pm.
Shop Southland Mall nightly 1ff
Sunday 1 !Lk. to 6 p.m,,
•

J STOUT SHOPPE

DOWNTOWN .•
64 SO. MAIN
• 1117-64311
1/1016N AVI. •
Mg IINNON
• Sf4-24441
WINSONAVIN • SOWTIMILANO MALL • ge$441164

••••••

ind every
great Santa there's
Master Charge.
So if you know a Santa who aspires to
great things, tell him about Union Planters'
Master Charge. Just let him know that all of his
shopping doesn't have to be done at the North
Pole. Tell him how you cap shop all over town
with Master Charge. And let him know that after
Christmas you get just one bill for all the things
you've bought.
With Union Planters' Master Charge, the
average Santa of today is the great Santa of tomorrow. Master Charge. The great Santa Maker.

AZAtinion Planters

NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS / Mambo: raft* Deposit Insurance Corporation

ii

• ••
*t• •••

A-•

••411.101,--.•
•••T
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ins mates into the lead 33-31. Colorado margin on a safety. ers were presented watches and
Griff Langston caught a! Anderson was picked the Most trophies. In addition to Anderbeautifully thrown 55 y a r d. Valuable Player as the muscu- son MVP award he was named
bomb and the Tide's leading lar All-American carried for a the most outstanding b a c k.
•an ••
Johnny Musso pulled in! record 35 tinies while gaining Teammate Brundige was vote&
rusher
nilM,good day for Mem- at its lowest in the 12 years
to allow Alabama to 254 yards. The 290 pound sen- the best defensive linesman.'
10
yarder
a
lorado but for Paul that the fabled Bryant has been
33-31
lead into the final ior switched from quarterback, Alabama's Steve Williams was
take
a
yant
and the Univer- at Alabama. The Tide came to
‘)
Eric Harris, one o also completed three of four voted best of the defensive
minutes.
b
ot:41abama it was their life in the greatest offensive
five black_ players on the Colo- passes for 41 yards on option backs while Alvin Samples was
disappointing afternoon show ever -unreeled_ in Liberty
awarded as the top offensive
rado roster, was covering Lang- plays. he;neAr as the Buffaloes Bowl history. Alabama quarterAt the awards banquet at linesman although he played
bomb.
"Langthe
long
ston
on
ps_eider completely de- back Scott Hunter, who has
go pattern the Holiday-Rivermont the play- only defense.
shiaMe once proud Crim- erased most of the great J o e ston ran a lull and
going back to cover
and
I
was
Titt7 47-33, last SaturdaytNamath's records, caught the
f-noe.--in the Ilth Liberty Colorado defense looking for inside." the Galveston, Texas
1.. A record crowd of 50,0421eama's wide stuff and scooted senior explained in the dresswith
nmed Memorial Stadium 31 yards for a touchdown on a ing room after the game
his father standing by. Ane millions watched via the neat draw play.
other black player Bill Collins
; network. The game got
The second quarter was just was one of the defensive standern-ay-in 55 degree weather
one touchdown drive after the outs. Collins, a pre-law major
a. 15 mile per hour wind
other by both teams which from Houston. Texas, combined
vin&ant of the southwest.
University o f Tennessee at loo, 81-74; Lane, 94-76; Lincoln
caused one Denver writer in with Bill Brundige to dump the
and Alcorn College of of Missouri, 105-91; Rust, 111-55,
Martin
iach Eddie Crowder's Colo- the pressbox to figure that Alabama passer three consecuMississippi, will be and Miles, 81-73.
Lorman,
.3 team was made one point the game would be won by the tive times as the Tide tried
irites iitit the Big Eight Con- team which had the ball last.'desperately to pull the game the next power-houses to aim
Coach Johnson has come up
.nce.:Atiresentative quickly Colorado outs-cored Alabama in out in the final seconds a the their basketball guns at the with R strong aggregation,
up-te1T-0 margin primarily the second period 21-19 and took game. Collins came to Cobra-, mighty Magicians of LeMoyne- probably the strongest in his
the Qi1 like rushes of All- a 31-19 lead at halftime. The Ido without an athletic scholar- Owen College.
13 years of coaching at LeThe U. T. Martin Vols move Moyne-Owen.
ericanlialfback Bob Ander- Buffs scored with just 46 secand Ward Walsh. Sandwich- onds remaining in the half After being held scoreless in into Bruce Hall at 8 this SaturHe leads off with 6-3 senior
..detween a 13 yard touc h- when Bob Masten fielded a i the third period Colorado roar- day night, Dec. 20, for a
Robinson, 6-5
• tagist by Walsh and An- kickoff on the nine and hand- ed back with determination to whack at Coach Jerry John- forward Jackie
Hoskins
Edward
forward
junior
Volcharges.
It
will
be
a
son's• -four yard scampered off to Steve Engle who!hind Alabama its second bowl sons'
e Irdaey kicked a 30 yard rambled 91 yards behind a wall lost from a Big Eight school. unteer State Athletic Confer- 6-5 freshman center Charles
guard
j u nior
Edge, 5- 7
I gull.
of blockers to paydirt.
:Missouri swamped the Red Ele- ence contest, the first for the
Jerry Dover and 5-11 freshman
Magicians.
oacLairyant accepted the Alabama lost the services of phants last year in the Gator
Brown. Edge is from
Alcorn comes to town Tues- Robert
ertylvl bid to allow his:Hunter to a knee injury, how- Bowl. Anderson tallied twice
Brown from MillDetroit
and
iors,..ta chance to recoveriever, the Tide new signal call- in the final period and two day night, Dec. 23. determined
Memphoutreir pride which waster Neb Hayden quickly passed points were tacked on to the to tame the sparkling Magic- ington. Robinson is aHigh
and
- ians. The game will be played ian from Hamilton
MIS
Hoskins
and
Dover
are
Memin Bruce Hall at 8 under sponsorship of the Memphis Alumni phians by way of Melrose and
Owen Junior College. Hoskins'
Club of LeMoyne-Owen.
Alcorn and LeMoyne-Owen was out of t he Rust game
played their opening games nursing an injured ankle he
against the same opponent — received in Jefferson City.
Tougaloo College of Tougaloo. Backing up this starting five
Miss. Tougaloo was defeated are capable performers in
by both. the Magicians winning, Herbert Carter, 64 junior guard
81-74 and the Braves of Alcorn
e from Montgomery, Ala.: Mosby a larger score, 108-74. The es Jones, 6-4 junior forward of
Magicians have shown vast Memphis; LeRoy LeFlore, 6-2
improvement
since ' meeting senior center of Carthage, Miss.
Tougaloo and the same goes Hubert McNeil, 6-1 sophomore .
for Alcorn.
guard of Memphis; Kenneth'
The Magicians have moved at Petty, 6-3 freshman froward of DOVER SHOOTS — Jerry Dover (20), the
Magicians' 5-7 guard and floor general,
a fast pace, winning their first Detroit. and Donald Wammack.
six games. They hold victories 5-10 sophomore guard of New aims for two points and makes it during
',Otos-lie-Owen College's 81-74 victory over.
over the Alumni, 110-89; Touga- York.
_
ToLigaloo College in Bruce Hall. Dove r,

„Sports Horizon
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UT Martin Vols. Will
Battle The Magicians
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DELCO BATTERY Reg. S40 00
NOW s14.00
itAIGH THREAD, SLIGHTLY USED
WIDE OVALS $10.0N
FREE LUB.with OIL CHANGE

GIPSON'S
los _:.

1546 PARKWAY

PARKWAY
PURE
Phone 272-9508
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Sears Has Everything
for Christmas!
shop Thursday
'til 10 p.m.
shop Friday,Saturday.
Monday and Tuesday
'ill 11 p.m
Shop Christmas Eve.
'til 6 p.m.
doors open 9:30 a.m.
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VITALIZES VIKINGS ▪

By Alan Mayer

1.1/1/:_cir 4.
47 77E0 720PRO
0.1F-6,4/OE RECORD OM!7
rp ,s9
.455E5 6;9•Ft/E9
/VAPe57,4Arrsp
5FE/P/5

N/m5EL,‘,41/Yo/t7. -74-44,
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who went to LeMoyne-Owen atter
at Melrose and later playing at Owen Oslo:. College, is a clever ball handler. Tit
Magicians meet U. T. Martin in Bruce gall
this Saturday night.

Stillman Launches Challenge
Fund Drive For $7.7 Million-

the following capitol fund cam- inary and chairman of the:Stillpai is, there is- an increase in man Board of Trustees, aced
gei, -al giving. I can think of the history of the college', the
no 1 •tter way to increase the important contributions it. has
Chu% os givinl, that for Stil'- made - over the years, alai its
man t have a successful cam- exciting and chidlengin1 future.
paign.'
President Harold N. Stinson
Dr. L.• n expressed pride and stressed the need for -tilt preAID
JOE
The visitors, members of the confidence in the college and dominantly Negro college toNational Steering Committee its leadershi. under President day; noting that only abont 14.5
for the Stillman College Chal- Harold N. Stitt_ 'n. He also not- per cent of Negro .114 ghool
//6*507:41 Y/A1/4e65
lenge Fund, came to the col- ed that spiraling costs in edu- graduates in 'the Southest and
lege from over the Southeast cation today, caul- -(1 with the only about 44 per cent-of:white
need for endowment for the high school graduates
de
and Southwest.
f,kgift
..trath
d4
private institution to offset sanre area, - attend 441-bigh
vmgove-77:
Dr. Matthew Lynn, modera- tax resources of public insti- school nr onkt
hit-41,44'e'sA 9e/41
tor of the General Assembly tutions, a need for capital gifts
schools.
L8,40//Y5 774"
of the Presbyterian Church, for expansion and for scholarhad. itto ambition oaeing
#C4
U. S., challenged the group in ships, make the needs of the
presided','but -atter I
college
a
77,e" 1///f/41
65
his keynote luncheon address campaign evident.
came here and saw S'an/FAO 0#4)/
•"
to support the Presbyterian colThe 137-man steering com- net the buildings and the:morlege in its fund-raising efforts.
THREE" 41//416"
tar-but after I saw Mg: stu"I HAVE BEEN a minister mittee for t he national cam/Ai SECOND
dents and teachers. I tided
Lee
for 42 years. I have served on paign is headed by Toddie
NAcLF
accept the challenge. —
Texas.
Dallas,
of
Jr.
Wynne
the Stewardship Committees
SE:4CON 7t2
American
''."rhe
of
question today isi, 'Is
president
and Councils of Presbyteries, Wynne,
7i7R 7"E/R
Synod and the General Assem- Liberty Oil Co., is a member of this really a good college.t One
PI?E'vz15
ly. I have yet to see capitol the college's Board of Trustees, man has said that 'at best,
h'I61/.
fund campaign hurt the bud- and presided over the meeting comparisons are odious. 111a a
college that takes stints
at the college.
get," Dr. Lynn said.
who have no hope, and 4ttives
president
Winn,
ftWC.
Albert
"Statistical studies in Texas," Dr.
to educate them is a good
Sneribmtre by 1fInd Postaross Syndromes
he continued. "have shown of Louisville Presbyterian Sem- college.' Is Stillman needed?
Yes, Stillman is needed to take
in the students who have had
no hope. Not only the poor and
PRODUCT OF U.S.A. 100°4- NEUTRAL SPIRITS DiSTALED FROM GRAIN 90 PROOF CORDON'S DIY GIN CO LTD LINDEN, k
poorly prepared Negro, but
also t he poor or poorly prepared white student. Stillman
must open its doors to everyone
who can take advantage of its
special techniques and skills
'developed over nearly roe years
of preparing the disadvantagedregardless of race or color,"
Dr.. Stinson said.
• George LeMiastre'. President
of City National Bank of Tuscaloosa, observed that Stillman
has kept a faculty that is committed to the task of teaching
and is adept at the tutorial approach. LeMaistre, a member
of the college's board of trustees, led a campaign in the
city of Tuscaloosa recently
prior to the kickoff of the national campaign. It was t h e
first time the college had ever
conducted a community campaign and more then $235,000
was raised. Members of the
Board of Trustees also have
pledged more than $200,000 toward the campaign and alumni
YOUNG
'MARKETING ANALYST. AT WORK IN HI'', HOUSTON OFFICE
solicited to date have pledged
over $90,000.
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — More
than 100 prominent businessmen, civic leaders and ministers were on hand here Thursday. December 11, as Stillman
College's national campaign to
raise S-7.7 million over the next
' five years.
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JOHN C0LINS,
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"My job's a challenging one-that's why I like it so much. I work with

Di-ale! lustrous suits!
_REGULAR $90 Wool and Silk
ssive 1113.12!
&citing fashions means Luxurata, a lustrous
q)lend of wool and silk that sets it apart. Select
today from classic and shaped contetuperary.
1 reflect today's trend toward deeper,
88
L
richer shades that are fitting for business or
6
ure.
charge it on MOM IF

computers,equations,statistics. And you can be sure of one thing: I'm
very careful to avoid mistakes. I guess that's why I like Gordon's Gin.
It's always smooth,always dry-never any mistake about that!"

CAS FURNACE

6 wide rune of copedeop.
6 Rums type og
6 lowers Nei
141Inceepeyle Honeywau
6thermostet
es ell Modals,.

Revolving Charge

A ilakla wool Insulation as
17 conserve hem.
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WilffEHAVEN .1200 Southland Mall
.4570 Poplar
L'OPLAR
495N.Crosstown
.
CROSSTOWN

THIS TIME
BUY THE DEPENDABLE
ALL NM

GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN 1769 IT'S THE BIGGEST SELLER iN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD.
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Love Pro-season Mosel
Centred Air Coaditloeial

Gordon's!' It's how the English keep their gin up!
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abor Department in Battle To IP• m PAC
old Contract Compliance Unit Tad gtores
Now! DEEP BASTED

preto14.5
hool
and
rhite
the
high
rade

WASHINGTON
—
Arthur than have it transferred to the
her, the Assistant Secre- Equal
Employment
Opporof Labor for Wages and tunity Commission as some ada Standards in the U. S. vocates are pressing for. "If
rtment of Labor, is fight they take it away from here,"
to keep the Federal Con- said the strapping, six-footCompliance Office tin- three, former football player,"
his jurisdiction, rather the ball game is over as far

The Quality Remains. . .
ong After The Price Is Forgone

as cracking open the construc- tars to stay on the offensvie.
tion industry for Blacks and Ironically, he is in disagreement over the place of the
other minorities."
Fletcher, the author of the OFEC with the NAACP which
controversial Philadelphia Plan favors the transfer to EEOC.
has earned a reputation since Fletcher thinks the association
taking his job as a two-fisted, is influenced by the attitude of
blunt-talking fighter who per- the AFL-CIO which along with
the NAACP is a part of the
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, a coalition of some 100
OM'S
organizations. The AFL-CIO is
a heavy contributor to the conference. Paradoxically, Fletcher is the adversary because of
the hostility of the powerful
building and construction trade
unions within the AFL-CIO
to the Philadelphia Plan.

.6••9•1., SI

tots U.

30/60 Day Charge-6 Month Revoking
Charge...
Bankamericard - Mastercharge

Fletcher's main deputy is
John Wilks, a San Francisco
public relations man, who
came here to direct 'the contract compliance office. He
and Fletcher are seeking to extend the Philadelphia Plan to
Boston. A field 'staff is making
a survey on manpower supply
in the area and a skilled crafts
training program. The success
of the program says Fletcher
depends upon the leadership in
the black community and the
cooperation between contractor, unions, state, county and
federal governments.

it
to!:
a',

9.4
1.1.4

t 99 SOUTH MAIN STREET
1.4

5
.

Beasley-Jones-Ragland
99 South Main Street
Memphis Tenn. 38103

Name
Address

'Is
One
best,
ut a
lents
rives
good
ded?
take
had
and
but
preman
yone
f its
kills

City

ones-Ragland

OFFC has only a staff of 27
people, 11 of them professionals
so its resources are limited.
Fletcher has sought and is getting some help from other agencies to do the field work necessary. In Boston, the particular
emphasis centers around new
construction at Tufts University. There have been demonstrations by black and counterdemonstrations by white construction workers and their
sympathizers.
Opposition to both the Boston
Plan and the Philadelphia Plan
comes from the Comptroller
General, Elmer Staats, who is.
backed up by Sens. Paul Fan-,
non, Arizona and John McClellan, Arkansas. Staats is making good his pledge to the conservative element

anon rune sounce ewuqse ttoft DISTYla Mt SMILED is TX MONS OLD CtOW 5isnart

eliTTERBAIL

Swift's
Premium

18 lbs. UP

Basically it requirec-. that contractors must hire a pro-rated'
quota of minority workers for
higher-paying skilled jobs for
each contract awarded. The
AFL-CIO opposed the plan as
reverse discrimination and contrary to union policies, but
Fletcher bluntly says, "Let's
face it. The only way we're
going to break this deadlock on
employment is to give these
brothers the jobs that will let
them provide a decent living
for their families and it takes
quotas to do it, that's it period.- So far, Fletcher has had
the backing of Secretary of
Labor George Shultz and he
says that if the day should
come when he doesn't have
administration support, he'll
pick up his marbles and go
back to his home in the State
of Washington where he had
established himself in Republicans politics.

You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes
for years—knowing they're the
fin eat you can buy. Fine handcraftsmanship', ..rich styling..
luxurious leathers ,. assure
you instant and everlasting
comfort--plus smart good looks
that'll carry you through many
seasons_
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nanmorstu!ided
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Moll LB

C

49c

LB.

FRESH
7 lb. LB.490
LARGE.
SWIFTS [MPH
LB.
MEATY IV uno
FRESH
LB.
CUT-UP

HENS 51°

2

69

F YERS

...co • .
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The Juiciest...Tenderest...Sweetest Ham
to ever Grace a Holiday Table

FIAMUOIT rf.

'

If you're planning t party
on a big scale you can't beat
this delectable ham. Beautiful to look at and even better to the taste. Dollar for
dollar you can't find a better
idea for your holiday entertaining. If your party is
small buy the half and have
a slice taken off for use at
a later date.

SMOKED
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Full Week's Prices
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'
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A

FULL SHANK
HALFlor WHOLE
LB.

QUART

An American
Holiday tradition
forseven

-

KING COTTON'S,* MORRELL'S PRIDE I
RUDY FARM or SOUTHERN BELLE

VAM
..
41•
"
, el*

79c

4C •
4e.

REELFOOT mpuic

aN/41

S 490
CE6
-1T BAKED HAMPiPit890
FRUIT
1.980
DECORATED HAMS
SMOKED

Ever since Dr.James Crow created
smoother, mellower Old Crow
in 1835,using the first qualitycontrol distilling-process, Americans
have given it for special occasions.

Nothing finer has
happened to Bourbon
in seven generations.
Old Crow.

Dr lame.Craws
fstseoflth

comae?'wisiskiyi

9
6
9
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N.C. Mutual Ins. Co. Announced
Promotion Of 3 Vice Prexys

*e.
easions since 1997, Scotti said.
The indictments also stated
Amaducci and Calabro conferred with Napoli on May 12,
1289. before a bout bet
Emile Griffith and St anl e
Hayward.
Benvenuti's upset loss to Tiger occurred only two week,,
later.
,
There was another meeting
between Amaducci and ato-thew "Matty" the Horse" Iaanello just prior to the Tim;
Benvenuti bout, Scotti said,
that he had not made such a eral occasions. Both Napoli and lannello was introducod.h,
and Calabro are reportedly by Calabro.
statement to Garafola.
Benvenuti lost the Tiger h
It also alleged that Napoli linked with the Mafia.
by a decision alter entering
and Garafola had met prior to
middleweighti bout as a 2-1 favorite.
the bout against Foster, on sev- Benvenuti, the
champion from Italy, and Ama- the fight he revealed a
ducci had Calabro as their knuckle on his right hand
guest, paying his travel and said he got the injury early
living expenses, on several oc- the bout.
Continued from page I.
--

Three Indicted
Ring Quer

Joseph W. Goodloe, president tional responsibilities a s a actively share in tonlevel ad-! beleive, implement company
and chief executive officer of means of stimulating further ininistrative responsibility in growth and progress. Each of
t h e North Carolina Mutual growth and accelerating prog- their assigned areas and, I these men brings a vast reservoir of training, personal knowLife Insurance Company, an-'ress as we prepare our organiledge and experience to his NEW YORK — (UPI) — Asnounced the Board of Direc- zation for the decade of the sevassignment."
sistant District Attorney Alfred
tors elevation of three vice enties.
Scotti handed up three indictpresidents to senior vice presi"In their new roles as senior
Continued from page I
ments against light-h e a v ydencies. They are: W. A. Clevice
presidents they will more
ment, CLU, Agency Vice Presiweight Frankie DePaula, Jocontinue to be manifested by
seph Calabro. also known as
dent; 1.q. J. Kennedy, III, Finanother concerned citizens ol
Joe Carlo, and James (Jimmy
cial Vice President and Maceo
Memphis and Shelby County.
Continued from page i
Nap) Napoli today, touching
A. Sloan, CLU, Vice President
, Mr. Strong also stated that
off boxing's first major scanHome Office Operations.
ifor many years, we have been FREEDOM of our people.
Continued from pag:.
dal in a decade.
Him
We
can
do
all
things
in
!able to give much help to the
In making the announcement
Scotti said the June 5, 1969
and pinned my arms behind
Goodloe recalled that, ''Four mu a and England.
ineedy at Christmas time, but! who strengthens us.
Grand
Jury returned the indict- up
while the others started
me
years ago the Board of Direc- Its activities and projects in- this year has been a very diffi- Your brother,
ments in connection with an inafter McFerren.
tors approved a long-range clude, Citizenship Week, Edu- cult one. We hope however, toi Ralph David Abernathy,
whethdetermine
to
vestigation
plan of organizat ional cation Week. Founders' D a y, be able to carry out our pro- President
er the individuals were involv- McFerren began running in
Grants,
Scholarship,
fellow!posed
Leaderprogram
that!
Southern
Christian
to
insure
restructuring. In 1965, when we
ed in "bribery, sports bribery,! the direction of his store on the
moved into our present building ships, Undergraduate Loans all poor, homeless, blind, crip- ship Conference.
grand larceny by extortion,' outskirts of town, and the man
the first stage or re-organiza- and Housing. It is affiliated I pled and handicapped peoplel Prior to his departure from ' usury, and promoting gamb- who was holding me turned me
11 upon us for food and Atlanta Thursday the Rev. ling."
loose and joined the chase for
tion was afected. At that time with the N.A.A.C.P., National who
our various work units were Pan-Hellenic Council, United clothing for Christmas will be Abernathy will hold a press DePaula was charged with McFerren, who managed to run
Negro College Fund and Na- helped. Let us not forget to
about three-quarters of a mile!
grouped into seven organizationtional Housing Discrimination capture the freedom that , is conference at his West Hunter perjury in the first degree on before the five caught him and .
al component or departments.
four
counts,
Calabro
with
percaraStreet
Baptist
Church.
A
Committee. It is active in the guaranteed to us by the conseverely beat him.
With the progress effected fight for Civil Rights and Tot- stitution, but those freedoms van of friends and well wishers jury in four counts and crimiThe five men were reportedly
counts
and
nal
contempt
on
two
to
the
airport
will
escort
him
during the interim we are now al Integration.
cannot be realized until the
arrested later in the day and'
at the point wherein we can The public at large will be L-ads of poverty, which have for his departure to Memphis. Napoli with perjury on seven
charged with disorderly conduct
implement a. second stage of welcomed at the program. Ho- enslaved many of our people. There will be a rally Wed- counts and criminal contempt.
The primary bouts brought and fighting. But John McFernesday
December
17,
at
8
p.m.
organizational d e v elopment. sea Alexander is general chair- are totally eradicated. It is
scrutiny were Nino Ben- ren was also arrested for disThree of our vice presidents man, Earnest L. Young, presi- our hope and prayer that all in the Clayborne Temple, in under
readiness for Rev. Abernathy's venuti's non-title fight against orderly conduct and ordered to
are now being assigned addi- dent of chapter
concerned citizens of our city arrival. The Memphis Chapter Dick Tiger on May 26, 1969 appear in court on Tuesday
will join with us and together Southern Christian
Leadership and DePaula's unsuccessful try morning on the charge.
we hope to make Christmas Conference is
in the middle for the lightheavyweight title The attack on McFerren only
more meaningful to the under- of its campaign
for member- against Bob Foster on Jan. 22, served to illustrate that whites
privileged families of our corn- ships. Memberships are $1.00 1969.
are using blacks in an effort
each. The chapter is planning Under the indictments, it is to break up t h e boycott of
a special rally January 15, charged that DePaula and his stores in the area wh:ch began
LOOK HAIR
the birthday of Dr. Martin manager Gary Garafola had last July after a white grocer
Luther King, Jr., founder of conferred with Napoli and that and his son attacked a black
PREPARATTONS
the Southern Christian Leader- Benvenuti and his manager mother and her two daughters
At your local Cosmetic
All Advertised brands.
ship Conference who was as- Bruno Amaducci had Calabro after they had almost collided
—Counter—
sassinated April 4, 1968 in as their guest on numerous oc- with a boy driving a truck.
There
is
a
Look
Hair
MinITIVIn order 10 cartons
Memphis. Dr. King was in casions and that he was asso- The boy, Gerald Pulliam was
Preparation
the city at that time in support Ziated with them since 1967.
subsequently found guilty of the
postpaid.
For Every Hair Need
of the city's Sanitation Workers DePaula, who was stopped charges in Juvenile Court, but
LOOK HAIR
in Local 1733 of AFSCME who on three knockdoWns in the sec- the Fayette County Grand Jury
John Corder, Box 31,
were striking for a pay raise. ond round by Foster, alleged- refused to indict his father, JulPREPARATIONwoonmemeweeeeemsosem
- ly was asked for some change ian Pulliam. His grocery store
DIVISION
of
Madisonville, Ky. 42431
for the hat check girl by Ga- was later boycotted out of busiHAYNES & SON
rafola at a post-fight party. ness.
P.O. Box 1124
"You're kidding," DePaula is Mr. McFerren said blacks tinCarbondale, I Ilinios
reputed to have said. "I scor- der the direction of whites have
ed today. All I got is h u n- even attacked white women
•
dreds."
picketing in the square, and
DePaula was not to receive the law enforcement officers
his purse until the following there have not prevented such
attacks.
morning.
"It became materially unne- McFerren reported that on
cessary to ascertain whether!last Saturday night, several
the defendant received t h e! blacks came to his store armmoney from James Napoli for ed with pistols and attempted
not putting out his best effort,"'to provoke him to the point
Libby
Scotti said, because DePaula! where they could shoot him and
testified before the grand jury,then plead self-defense.
16 oz. Con

Knights

Abernath

y
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CIGARETTES

SS3
Cartes

Year

BUY BONDS

WILLIAMS
arglIlLulid11:=A '7 I—

•/';"'eect

dill42 AY

CUT BEETS

I•.

27$44:11

INS I Pignuts
• NINN.

-1,1••• - •

•VI...

Nike.

.• Mts.

•

•

10*

Stokely Golden Cream Style or Whole Kernel

CORN 170,.cons 2/35*
6 Limit tetal
Mothers Bust
5 lb.
Bag

MEAL Selfrising
2 Limit

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

2540

SOUTH— l2J2 L. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAYEN
EAST-5014 POPLAR (A1 MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

Del Monte green early garden

PEAS_
Limit

19*

17 or.

3

Baker's

Delmont,

CATSUP

20

Ob.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

25*

HEAVY
BEEF
Roast

3 Limit
Geisha sliced or crushed

PINEAPPLE

20 oz.

190

Bush Whole Green
16 oz.

lb

2/435*

4 Limit

16 or.

23$

3 Limit
Cherry-Peaph- Apple

Thank You

Delmunte

29$

Fred Menses,

ROLLS

Pkg. of 1 2's

190

29*

BROTH 131401. 229$
"1.t.

•

FRED MONIES!
•I L 48 oz. BTLS:

.4 Wesson Veg. Oil — 19g
or Crisco Veg. Oil — 19t ..:
•:.
Of Humko Veg. Oil — 09 d
*,
...
.), 8111h coupon and 5.00 additional purches• •scluding:::
i
e velu• of coupon merchon die*( fresh milk products
awl 4064ic co also eacluded in compliance ••iti• state:::
Imil, noyean •spires noon Wednesday Dec. 24 1469
Anti-freeze and Turkey purchase not included

t

COUPON PER
. ..ONE
.

wtit AMERICAN
WISIShEY

NIL"'
ti do "A Or

FAMILY PER WEEK. ...;

ktf.r %pc.

sf mdet

FRESH PORK

2 lb. bog

SAUSAGE

89*

Boston Buttsib.51*

Steaks

Per. lb.

570

Coy I nspected Grade A (4 leggedl

Frei Mad

HAMBURGER
4:b. pkg. or more

•

ASPARAGUS
15 oz.
College I nn
CHICKEN

In coupon redemption.

48oz btl

PURE PORK

Lb 35*

Bush cut Green

VEGETABL

Fla MOTES! Contry Style

4/250

Margarine

HUMKO

till

Pillsbury

CORN OIL

'4,••

•

1tarer

Jar

Mazola

lit cat lb.630

VEGETABLE

33*

4.5 oz. Cons

18" X 25'

FOIL
ALUMINUM
39*
Turkey 'groping size
?Limit

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

BISCUIT

PORK
CHOPS

3 Limit
Reynolds

59*

Big 30 or. Can

APPLE RINGS 29.

nes%

Brown Serve

Qt

Sacramento

15 or.

per lb.

44os

SALAD
DRESSING

White House Spiced

8

21 oz. Can

TOMATO JUICE

830

CENTER CUT LOIN OR RIB

25*

PIE FILLING

47*

o:

Xrot Mrc1c *Ilia

Fresh
Pork
Chops

Sacramento

PEARS Halves

COCONUT

caotet cut boneless dank

d total timiz

BEANS

ANGEL FLAKE

Seagram's 7Crown
for Christmas.

15

30

FRYERS
Whole PER POUND
Cut-up pEppouND 33

t..K1 regular bottle gift-packaged at no extr

COAT.

J.65% them Nftltia Spirits.

•.
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SHERIFF MORRIS'

Cur prices

PAIN To Fight
By $61 Over '69 Drug Abuse
P

ISCOUNT
PRICES

-t

WkSHINGTON — New-model .the Department of Labor has
automobiles will cost the Amer- reported. The average covers In an effort to halt the' 7.'Arti: will be co-sponsored by
icano,POnsumer an average of both domestic and imported spread of illegal drug usage in the Sheriff's Office and the Par$61 more than a year ago, cars.
the County, Sheriff William N.,ent Teachers Association of
after adjustments in prices A Bureau of Labor statistics Morris, Jr. last week started1 the County School System The
are -rade for quality changes, study, reports that the sug- a four point program calledU four points of Morris' program
gested retail prices for 1970 PAIN (Parents Against Illegall are to educate the parent on,
Sipai stein's Fabelon
model passenger cars aver- Narcotics). Drug abuse h a sl specific problems concerning1
aged $107 above last year's spread from Inner City black,the illicit use of drugs and narmodels, not including the head youth to Suburban white youth.1 cotics: familiarization of the
restraints added January 1, Though Sheriff Morris said hisl laws and legal procedure concerning illicit drugs and narQuality improvements Interest will lie in Boxtown
1969
in the new cars were worth well as Whitehaven, the facti cotics; organization of citizens
$46
still remains that the interest to assist in curtailing illegal use
Prices for most optional was not there when the prob- and abuse of drugs and naritems were only slightl lem only faced the black com-,cotics; and formation of a counseling committee whereby
higher. Prices were consider- munitY.
and addicts may seek
users
be
said
for
the
whits-wall One thing can
ably lower for
tires, one of the most frequently Sheriffs program, "he has a aid.
purchased optional appearance program" and is making an of- „The program will consist
fort to stop the problem of drug of four two-hour sessions for
Items.
abuse in the county, not by
The average does not reflect merely arresting drug users, those groups who volunteer to
price changes on station wagon but as the Sheriff puts it, help- participate. The time and place
and the higher priced "top-of- tog to rehabilitate those on of these sessions will be announced after agreement by
the-line" and special cars.
drugs and stopping those who the committee and sponsors."
distribute
drugs.
A breakdown of the $44
The program will begin short
over-the-year rise in the value It might be wise for the city y after January 1, 1970.
of quality changes shows: police to form a co a 1 i tio n,
$7.50 for changes made to against drug abuse with the Each series of sessions will
meet higher Federal safety Sheriff's office and the County include courses on introduction
includes and City PTA. This coalition to the local problems related
standards.
Thi s
changes required on all cars should be composed of mem- to illicit drugs and narcotics:
produced and sold after Janu- bers of the police community identification, abuse, effects of'
ary 1, 1970, such as improved relations board, for it seems legend drugs, identification,
visibility of signal lights, side- from recent actions, they are abuses and effects of narcotics;
marker lights and rear lights. the only ones capable of hand- and law and legal procedures
These changes were made on ling such a problem with com- relating to illicit drugs and narcotes.
cars introduced this autumn. passion.
Other changes in this category
were improved anti-theft locking devices and glove box
locks.
$5.50 for improved exhaust
emission control for cleaner
air.
$19 for other safety changes
on 1970 models deemed desirable by manufacturers. These
included equipping most models •
with fiberglass belted tires,
about one-third of which were
a larger sized tire than on the
previous model. The Bureau •
valued the quality change in
•
YA9-3:01 P.M.
tires at $17.95. The remainder •
•
miscelby
TN MM.
was accounted for
•
laneous body changes.
„rupturing
quality
non-safety
for
$14
improvements including more,
LEMON
reliable and durable engines,,
-$3.00 improved insulation, improved
At This Coliseum &
•
water pump, improved shock
S Central Ticket office.
absorbers, and improved exterior body protection.

GIORE

TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOi
FOR LESS MONEY
AND STILL GB

MA IC/AMs OF

BAsia-qiia

rsoit

CHRISTMAS
V2 Price Sale
Dec. 18th

TOP VALE
STAMPS
T

You Can't Do Netter

PILLSBURY
CAKE MIXES

CRISCO

1

3 lb. can
with our coupon offer'

BOSTON
ROLL

Cream, Do

uble Dutch or
Red Devils Food,

r3oneless Roast

2

1
3 pkgs for

SPOTLIGHT
BEAN COFFEE

KROGER

r

4 1-1b. 8-oz.

Sag

loaves

NAVEL
ORANGES

55

WASHINGTON

Cut-up Mixed Parts

lb.

CABANA _
BANANAS::

STATE RED

DELICIOUS
APPLES

69 69
12 or

12 fbr

17 to 20 lb.

Shank Portion,

COOKED HAM lb. 590T\
FISH STICKS 390
PORK LOIN
Krocier's Fres S -,ore

10-oz
pkg

Cluarter Sliced as Mixed Chops

590

lb'

FOR EXTRA TOP

SLICED BACON ib610
v******
w
CRISCO
3-lb. can

*

23c

with this coupon and $5.00 additional
et/rebate, excluding tobacco and fresh

.cu
.C21.
enunNZ.I.OrD041
ao)od
OtfrOtahg

Limit One.

illettobliallif4.1 1.1.7
IXTRA tOP
VALOR STAMPS

00

VALUE STAMPS
Eap.12/24/1111

6
9

pkt;. Old Fashioned

50 or Mild Daisy Cheese
with a 10-oz.
50 Spotlight Coffee
%%itli six 3-oz. pkgs.
50 Kroger Gelatins
an 89c pail50 Jubilee Stretch Hose
so‘sithof$2.50 or more purchaseNith

Country Style

ISVILLL KY.
BLENDED VintSKEY•86 PROOF•BD% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS 41949 CALvERT COST. CO..LOU

GRADE A

WHOLE
FRYERS

Because you can't have too much ofa good thing:

wst r oatt 0•43 AND FirTNI13 AVAILABLE IN GI FT•BOXED',SCOOTS'S.

41.

S. CHOICE TENDERAY

U

White, Chocolate, Golden, Lemon

SANDWICH
BREAD

Calvert Extra.The SoftWhiskey.

lb

OR MO a

!
Anywhere Else

205 Madison Ave.

If you don't believe in too much
of a good thing,Soft Whiskey
also comes in 4/5 qt. decanters.)

1111

•WI •
.

Junior League Thrift Shop

/
2gallon
Wefilled the only1
whisey4canterin the world
with SoftWhiskey.

• I,./11.

SO
50

Christmas Candy
ith a 2-lb. or more pkg. o
(iround Chuck or
Ground Beef Patties
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
Center-cut Pork Chops

SO

with 2 pkgs
Center Sliced Ham

25

with 3-lbs. or more
Onions

25

,,i,h5.11),. Pitatocs

25
SO

with a 5-lb. bas.
Oran.
ges or Grapefruit
with a $2.00 or more .

25

with 1-lh. or more Nuts

EL

purchase of Produce

•*11
am.

el*15k roosss

pertbeee,

$3.00
fresh or now, milk
tobacco
•*
oroducts, and In addition to any et/tor
purchase requirements. Good thru Wed.
Limit One
Osic. Pg,

•••

'!'1111rili 1,11'1'101'

MOW

11111:. •
---•••••••41111110•1

•

k
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DEFENDER

THAWS
LOAN

Artists may submit 1Former

FICE1

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF

17di IL 178 MALI

VALUE
34$430

GettheBest
- Used CarsFrom the
Get MoreDealer!

*IsHER
0

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20,

t925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444
4
/

••40-4110•••••••
••••••••

LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver License

warcloolur

Call
;Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

Memphian Gets'
Post At Tobacco Firm

•

MECHANICS WANTED

GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, group Life and Hospital Benet
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openiags
chanics who want steady employment in large,
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at
CARL CARSON LEAMIG CORP.
All 'QUAL OPPORTUNITY 1131PLOY18

Drawings For Show

WINSTON-SALEM, N C
— d salesman in 1953. Since 1966
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Coin- he has been Manager of the
pany has named a black execue, East Chicago sales divison. He
Live, Charles E. (Chuck) Lewis,r will be succeeded in that peg
Artists may submit drawings Director of the Walker Art national manager
of special' by Frank I. Merchant, asonly for the 24th SOUTHEAST- Center, Minneapolis, Minne- markets.
sistant manager of the BrookERN ANNUAL EXHIBITION sots.
lia, N.Y. MOB
In
newly
his
created
position,
jury from January 9 through
While the High Museum's'
Lewis will advise RJRs' man-1
23, 1970. One or two entries per SOUTHEASTERN
ANNUALS
artist for The High Museum of have traditionally been exhibi- element on techniques to im.Art's annual. juried exhibition tions of paintings and more re- prove tobacco product sales
will be received at Cathcart cently also of sculpture, the in special market, and assist
the marketing department i n
Allied Storage Company, 134, 24th
SOUTHEASTERN
will
Houston Street, N. E., Atlanta, consist exclusively of drawings. solving broader problems reGeorgia 30303.
A drawing is here defined as lated to sales in these areas.'
Hand-delivered entries may being on paper of similar sup- One of Lewis' primary rebe brought to Catheart's Mon- port, in any medium (i.e., sponsibilities will be to analyze
days through Fridays from 9 pencil, crayon, pastel, ink, and evaluate on-the-scene sales
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturdays water color, collage or mixed problems and advise all levels
until noon, from January 9 media) which does not fully of management o f workable
cover the surface. A drawing solutions to these problems.
through 23.
Artists living in Alabama, is interpreted as being pre- This is not limited to advice
UcCILlj,TA.1'RN
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, dominantly linear in charact- and counsel to black manageLouisiana, Mississippi, North er, color being subordinate, to ment, but to all management
who have special marketing
Carolina, South Carolina and line.
Tennessee are eligible to sub- The High Museum is present- problems.
mit work to the SOUTHEAST- ing this year's show in conjuc- He will else participate in
ERN ANNUAL EXHIBITION tion with the American Federa- conferences and expositions, astion of Arts, and The Drawing sist in the sales department's
Juror for the 24th SOUTH- Society, a national foundation recruiting program, and proEASTERN ANNUAL EXHIBI- comprised of artists, museum vide advice and assistance to
TION is Martin L. Friedman, curators, and collectors.
management in the career de
I
_
Exhibitions similar to the velopment o f sales represen
High Museum's 24th SOUTH- tatives.
EASTERN ANNUAL EXHIBI- J. H.
1969 SINGER ZIG ZAG In
Stone, Sales Manager,
beaut1-1
fui walnut cabinet. Make zig zag
TION are being held this spring said the
compnay was in the'
stitches automatically. Needs no at- at other museums throughout
process of increasing its eftachment for making buttonholes, the
United States. Drawings forts
in the special markets
sewing on buttons, monograms
selected from the High Museum
Must see to appreciate. Guaranteed
area, "and we feel extremely
show
and the other regional
Pay final finance bill of $69.71 or
fortunate to have a man like
museums will form a national
assume payments of $5.00 per mo
, exhibition of drawings to be Chuck Lewis to unify and direct
Includes Interest. For Free I-tome
trial Call
I circulated by the A. F. A. this effort."
396-7780
Mr. Lewis joined Reynolds as
beginning in the fall of 1970.

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT •
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

James F. Thompson 129)
Joins staff of Salesmen
of the
HARRELL C. MOORE
REALTY CO.
Mr. Thompson, son of R.B. Thompson,
Principal of Carver High School, W ill be
very actively engaged in residential
sales . He lives with his wife and son
at 1481 Netherwood.

1468 Boxwood St.
$ 9,500
4 rooms 1 bath frame -250 down.
1025 Bradley St.
9,950
4 rooms, 1 bath, frame-250 down
884 Decatur
8,950
7rooms, 1 bath, brick-150 down
735 F. Mallory
9,750
.6 rooms, 1 bath, brick-500 down

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

c

*77

tth not how much

you spend,it'sthe
spirit that-malts.

Now you an afford to be &sport.,
And treat everyone on your list to sight riM!
old Kentucky Tavern. They'll lose the smostlia:
mellow taste, and your wild extravagance.
Who would ever guess that KT costs
•t no more than those younger Bourbons. Why;
It's like getting four extra years free.
So go ahead. Give the great eight.
And don't forget, the gift wrap's on us.
Bottled in Bond Kentucky Tavern is
available in a companicn gift packer. -

z

iliefil.WAreh•
86 PROOF

MID-CITY

Apartment
4 Rooms and Bath
Heat:All Utilities
Ts balled Applicants
HOISON-KERNS

Le. •

C
.... ••

"••• 4

Union Plontors Bonk

525-2441

0 Gionricriliericis Compony,loutotilirOwonsboro.Ky.&troth* Bourbon Whiskey,86
& 100 Proof Bottled in 804.
:
t
A

awnuonwsawnwatirlaavvie
ONE YEAR
SERVICE

121 E McKellar
9,500
4 MOMS, 1 bath, frame-250 down

AT

NO DISCRIMINATION
Long term,

NO EXTRA
CHARGE!

8', Loans A mita,*

ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broke'

es an Old Forester
kind ofseason.

„..1 Including Pert.,
Labor wed
Service Cell

GRAY HAIR
MAKES YOU LOOK
At‘, ODER
MN YOU ARE
1004701141681

Within 25 miles rodloc
et Momphis city limits.

ON ALL

ArAgric COLOR TV'S

SLICK BLACK
AT YOUR

Pito,

Limited Time Offer

DRUGGIST

NEW ZENTTH CO*
CCiMIAANDElt

CAN YOU USE

CASH
E
CiYCOF
NI
\
/
l
Pt
C
T
LOCATIONS
MORE

•••• km. sclisofs colitrect.
color level rod brialdowies is
proper belmice sirrasitaeorody
....dad they stay perfoclly Is
balance es you &dire the calor picture le Isiah& chiming
KIM levels is the reeds
There% no Now airy need to
Ii,.'ewe% controls.

.'HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL

sER VICE

WE D0
OUR
OWN SERVICE

Save a !Hindle!
Lease trucks from

ALL NEW 1970
FINE-FURNITURE STYLED

CARL CARSON!

WITH FM/AM/STEREO FM RADIO
^el

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.

The CHALLENGER • A2001C
TI,
,. SOi Lino Seth*
Oracirrvily earn PertAbl• TV in light weight molded two-tone color cabinet.
Charcoal color and Off-VAINit color.
Too Cary Handle. Monopole Antenna

MOW • THE BELLWOOD
styled cabinet in genVeneelll and select

Tess Input/Output ikk-s
olusivaidowfdrepesesi

PEST

070:
=
n
with 19995

EXIBNIA1116 CO.
TISI1IS-10AIMUIS
MAUR 11148-11AT8
Licensed old Banded
Call us before yott are
Embarrassno
NIT
'

BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN

KILL TO U YE-

CALL

01. EVERS
a 86 or 100 proof."There is nothing better in the market.'

WELL LIGHTED
PARKING AT ALL
5 LOCATIONS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA7-6033

Phone for
QUICK Delivery
ALL I STONES OPEN
DAILY I U.N. TO I PAIL

te 00mo 104}.

4.1

Pima, 3115-45115

/51 limo.

Plums

P43-13e

SliT174.1..

Ph.,,. 0112-1141

•

1100.

40..row
••••mmo.

410
/04

